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Abstract
The aims of the present study were to clarify the antenna function and radio frequency radiation
(RFR) sensitivity of human subjects using theoretical calculations and field tests. The weak very
high frequency (VHF) electromagnetic fields and spontaneous hand movements were recorded.
Groups of university students, other volunteers and as a very interesting group, experienced well
finders, were used as test subjects. The VHF field was studied using a spectrum analyser and
tuneable narrow-band or broad-band meter with a dipole antenna. The hand movements were
registered by potentiometric systems and electromyography (EMG). The test subjects (altogether
n = 140) in different tests were walking, sitting in a cart being pulled slowly forward, or sitting in
a moving car. The responses were observed and hand movements were recorded and analysed by
personal computers. By visual inspection and using the Pearson's correlation, the results of
different individuals have been compared with the measured intensity of far fields of a radio mast.
Reaction spots and graphs defined by different individuals in the same experiment areas have been
compared to each other.
Hand movement correlated with the reactions of the forearm and shoulder muscles, e.g.,
pronator teres and trapezius, by EMG measurements. The reactions of some persons correlated
with each other. Experiments in a slow moving wagon and in a moving car showed a correlation
between the test subjects’ hand movements and the intensity of below 1 mV/m radio and TV
signals measured in the vicinity of the test subject. In open field tests different persons usually
reacted in widely different ways. The most evident results were recorded near the buildings, where
the radio waves reflected from the wall and patterns of standing waves were clear. Many VHF
frequency modulated (FM) broadcasting signals were summed at these places at the same time.
It is concluded that the spontaneous hand movement reactions occurred as a response of the
human body to the gradients of the VHF field intensity. The reaction generally occurred in
interference patterns of multipath propagation or standing waves originating from the radiation of
FM radio and TV broadcasting transmitters and radiation reflected from the walls of buildings or
from other objects. This non-thermal reaction was clearly observable as spontaneous arm
movements by 39 percent of the 85 tested students.

Keywords: electromagnetic radiation, FM-radio, non-thermal, radio frequency
radiation, radio mast, RF sensitivity, RFR, spontaneous hand movements, standing
waves, TV towers, VHF
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Tiivistelmä
Tässä tutkimuksessa selvitettiin ihmisen herkkyyttä radiotaajuiselle säteilylle. Ihmisen toimimista radioaaltojen antennina tarkasteltiin teoreettisesti ja kenttäkokein. Heikkojen VHF-alueen
radioaaltojen voimakkuutta ja tahattomia käsien liikkeitä rekisteröitiin valituilla koepoluilla.
Koehenkilöinä on ollut yliopiston opiskelijoita ja muita vapaaehtoisten ryhmiä. Kiinnostavin
ryhmä oli kokeneet kaivonkatsojat, joiden käsienliikereaktioihin radioaaltojen vaikutuksista löytyy viitteitä kirjallisuudesta.
Radioaaltojen voimakkuuden vaihteluja mitattiin spektrianalysaattorilla ja laajakaistaisella
VHF-alueen integroivalla mittarilla. Käsien liikkeitä rekisteröitiin potentiometriin perustuvilla
liikeantureilla. Lihasten sähköimpulsseja rekisteröitiin elektromyografia- eli EMG-laitteella. Eri
koesarjoissa koehenkilöt (yhteensä 140) kävelivät, istuivat hitaasti vedettävässä vaunussa tai
istuivat liikkuvassa autossa. Reaktioita tarkkailtiin ja käsien liikkeet ja mitatut kentänvoimakkuudet rekisteröitiin ja analysoitiin tietokoneella. Eri koehenkilöiden tuloksia, reagointipaikkoja
ja rekisteröityjä käyriä 5–35 km:n etäisyydellä mastoista tarkasteltiin silmämääräisesti. Pearsonin korrelaatiolaskentaa apuna käyttäen tuloksia verrattiin radiomastojen säteilyn voimakkuuteen. Eri ihmisten reagointikohtia ja käyriä samoilta koealueilta vertailtiin keskenään.
Koeasetelmassa käsienliikkeiden todettiin korreloivan joidenkin kyynärvarren ja hartialihasten (mm. pronator teres ja trapezius) EMG-signaaleihin. Joidenkin koehenkilöiden tulokset korreloivat keskenään. Hitaasti vedettävässä vaunussa ja liikkuvassa autossa tehdyissä kokeissa tuli
esille korrelaatio vartalon edessä olevien käsien loittonemis-lähestymis-liikkeiden ja koehenkilön välittömässä läheisyydessä mitattujen 1 mV/m -tasoisten radio- ja TV-signaalien voimakkuusvaihtelujen välillä. Avoimella kentällä henkilöt reagoivat hyvin eri tavoin. Parhaiten yhteys
tuli esille rakennusten lähellä sijaitsevilla koealueilla, joissa radioaallot heijastuivat rakennuksen seinästä muodostaen selkeitä seisovan aallon kuvioita. Useat taajuusmoduloidut VHF-alueen radiosignaalit summautuivat näissä paikoissa samanaikaisesti.
Johtopäätöksenä on, että tahattomat käsienliikkeet tapahtuvat kehon vasteena VHF-kentän
voimakkuuden muutoksille. Reaktio tapahtui yleensä interferenssi-kuvioissa tai seisovissa aalloissa, jotka muodostuvat FM-radio- ja TV-lähetysten monitie-etenemisestä radioaaltojen heijastuessa rakennusten seinistä tai muista kohteista. Tämä ei-lämpövaikutustason reaktio oli selvästi
havaittavissa olkapään tasalle koukistetun käden tahattomana ojennus-koukistus-liikkeenä 39
prosentilla testatuista 85 opiskelijasta.

Asiasanat: ei-lämpövaikutustaso, FM-radio, radioaaltoherkkyys, radioaaltosäteily,
radiomasto, seisovat radioaallot, sähkömagneettinen säteily, tahattomat käsienliikkeet,
TV-mastot, VHF-alue
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heff
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N
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R
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rms
S
SE
SH

equivalent antenna area in m2
Ab-adduction of the arms
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rms electric field
electric field parallel to a dipole
electroencephalography
electromyography
electrocardiography
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rms magnetic field
effective length of a dipole
current
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number of incidence
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power
absorbed power
the received power of the antenna
the transmitted power
resistance
read band width
view band width
radio frequency (about 20 kHz to 100 GHz)
radio frequency radiation
root mean square
high frequency (3 to 30 MHz)
very high frequency (30 to 300 MHz)
ultra high frequency (300 to 3000 MHz)
root mean square
power density
equivalent power density of electric field
equivalent power density of magnetic field
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SAR
SARn
SARave
X
Z
Zo
δ
ε
εr
ε0
γ
μ
μr
μ0
π
σ
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specific absorption rate
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1

Introduction

Concerns about possible environmental and health effects from exposure to
electromagnetic fields have increased with the greater number of new
technologies using radio waves. Biomedical observations of the interaction of
electrical fields may be divided into three groups: Strong effects which occur at
field levels over 1 V/cm, subtle effects which occur at field levels in the range of
approximately 1 mV/cm to 1 V/cm and weak effects at levels lower than 1
mV/cm. Present biophysics can explain strong effects and does not exclude the
possibility of subtle effects. Weak effects are difficult to measure because such
effects are buried in noise (Schwan 1992).
In man, the sensitivity of certain individuals to electromagnetic fields has
often been considered imaginary, making research on the subject difficult. The
rapid increase of electromagnetic signals in information transfer in radio waves
makes the research in this field important. Because each living organism is an
antenna, electric pollution may cause significant disturbances and affect its
functioning and health. In order to protect people, many norms and
recommendations have been adopted by different states and international
organisations. Biological effects of exposure to low level, non-thermal fields have
been reported in different experimental systems, however potential health risks
remain unknown.
Today the most prominent very high frequency (VHF) interferences for the
public are coming from frequency modulated (FM) radio and television
broadcasting. The non-thermal biological effects of amplitude modulated (AM)
radio frequency radiation have been a subject of debate since early publications
(Juutilainen 1998). It has been experimentally shown that the number of Ca2+ ions
liberated from a sample of a hen's frontal brain depends on the modulation
frequency of the exposed low-level VHF radiation. The maximum effect occurred
at an amplitude modulation of 16 Hz, and an unmodulated field caused no
changes (Adey 1980). In muscle, the contraction is initiated by a rise in intracellular Ca2+ (Alberts et al. 1983).
A linear correlation between the electromagnetic fields produced by radio
television broadcasting stations on the balconies of the homes of women, and
their stimulation index of proliferation of peripheral blood mononuclear cells has
been reported (Boscolo et al. 2001). The electromagnetic field had a greater
influence on atopic women than on non-atopic women. The incidence of
childhood leukaemia (Kheifects & Shimkhada 2005), and melanoma (Hallberg &
17

Johansson 2002) in populations near the high-power radio stations is an important
subject for the discussion of the health effects of RFR. An interesting
phenomenon is the melatonin excretion in poor sleepers, but not in good sleepers,
in short wave electromagnetic fields (Altpeter et al. 2006). Magnetic fields have
been proposed to cause an increased risk of childhood leukaemia via melatonin
disruption (Henshaw & Reiter 2005). Exposure of children to low-level EMFs
may not cause significant detrimental effects on brain function. However, the
available evidence is not sufficient for drawing any definite conclusions, and
further laboratory studies are needed (Sienkiewicz et al. 2005).
Research on the possible health effects of radiofrequency electromagnetic
radiation is today mainly concentrated on mobile communication. GSM
frequencies near 900 MHz and higher are most prominent because of cellular
phones which are used close to the head and brain. The amount of discussion and
the number of publications have rapidly increased due to the growth in the
number of mobile telephone users (Juutilainen 1998, 2005). The debate over
potential health issues associated with mobile phone use is on-going.
This publication focuses on specific human bio physiological effects of VHF
waves, near the frequencies of FM radio and TV broadcasting. The
electromagnetic waves from broadcasting are always present in every home.
Students, experienced well seekers and other sensitive persons were used as
test subjects in our experiments. All the test sites were in areas of low level field
intensity open to the public. Because of many references to possible effects of
magnetic fields on unconscious hand movements, the variations of the static
magnetic field was measured in some experiments as well.
The hands of well seekers or dowsers, while holding a forked rod, make
involuntary movements when they are moving from one place to another. The
phenomenon occurring in the human body in connection with this interaction is
called the dowsing reaction. The detection of the supposed interaction occurs
without any instruments or with the help of mechanical equipment, which
amplifies the changes mainly occurring in muscles responsible for moving the
arms. The most widely known of these instruments is a forked rod made of metal
or wood. The original use of the rod was connected with prospecting for ores and
water, and later oil (Pluzhnikov 1982). Since long ago, the ideomotoric
explanation of the dowsing reaction with no physical interaction has been widely
and scientifically accepted. (Agricola 1556, Kari-Koskinen et al. 1985).
Many experiments have been conducted to clarify the nature of the dowsing
phenomenon. The most common physical explanations have been the effects of
18

the local variation of the earth’s magnetic and electromagnetic fields on the
human body. Earth radiation was earlier believed to cause cancer and tens of other
diseases. There was an attempt to eliminate its effect by moving beds, by
grounding and by different equipment designed for removing the radiation.
Controlled experiments have repeatedly indicated that by dowsing one cannot
reliably locate material objects, water courses and fields of earth radiation. It was
presented that the dowsing rod is an object which makes internal wishes and
beliefs of man externally visible. (Kari-Koskinen et al. 1985).
The last large scientific attempt to declare the dowsing phenomenon as valid
was made by König and Betz (1989). The accuracy of the dowsers on average
was poor, but some individuals were so accurate that it was not possible to say
that it was mere chance. Now we know that it is not a good idea to test dowsers
by asking them to find buried water pipes because the main radiation is not
necessarily coming from the earth of the site. Today, the main source of activating
radiation that potentially causes muscle activation in dowsers is man-made,
environmental electric noise. Hand movement is a result of a complicated process
in the system consisting of the brain, nerves, muscles and bones, and in addition
the endocrinous system. Our study, Huttunen et al. (1989), was the first study that
reported an existing correlation between hand movements and FM broadcasting
signal intensity. Other short reports on involuntary hand movements and the radio
frequency field variations were also presented: Huttunen et al. (1991a,b),
Huttunen and Savinainen (1992), and Huttunen (1993).
1.1

Aims of this series of studies

The objective of this study was to investigate the effects of VHF electromagnetic
fields and weak static magnetic field on humans in different environments and
different experimental conditions and to find correlations between these fields and
spontaneous, subconscious hand movements using volunteer university students
and experienced dowsers as test subjects. The aims were:
a) To analyse, from theoretical grounds, the antenna function of a person.
b) To critically examine the results of earlier statistical studies in the
literature concerning the dowsing reaction and review possible effects of
weak VHF radiation on humans.

19

c) To develop methods to register hand movements during motion and for
measuring static magnetic fields and radio frequency fields as a function
of locality.
d) To find out how various individuals react in gradients of weak
environmental VHF fields.
e) To search for the correlation between hand movements and measurable
local changes in an electromagnetic field intensity of VHF broadcasting.

20

2

Review of literature

The aim of this chapter is to introduce the reader to methods of verifying effects
of weak VHF radiation in humans. Dowsers were used as test subjects. The
traditional instruments used for well water location are known to amplify
spontaneous hand movements. The history of research focusing on this
phenomenon is reviewed.
2.1

History of the study of the dowsing reaction

It is claimed that the use of the dowsing rod and the phenomenon of earth
radiation has been known for thousands of years. For example, it is said that a
decree was given by Chinese rulers in 4000 BC, stating that houses should not be
built in places where the influence of "the devil of the depths" was sensed.
Reliable written sources, however, are not older than the 15th century. Miners
used the forked twig from a hazel bush when they were seeking the veins of
silver; ash twigs for copper, pitch pine for lead and tin, and rods made of iron and
steel for gold (Fig.1). (Agricola 1556). The concept of earth radiation was
presented by Gustav von Pohl. According to Pohl (1932), earth radiation is an
electronegative radiation emanating from magma, is conducted along water and
ore veins and is capable of being detected using a rod. It has been suggested that
earth radiation predisposes humans and also animals to a number of diseases and
causes degeneration of the body. Among other things, it has been claimed that
many cancers and arthritic diseases are caused by earth radiation (Pohl 1932,
Hartman 1982, Schweitzer 1982, Flemming 1983). Von Pohl strongly stressed the
ill effects of ground radiation (Pohl 1932).
The concept of dowsing is nowadays understood as a heterogeneous group of
phenomena. In folklore, it has been strongly linked with the search for 'radiation
zones' and 'lines' and has included help of the forked rod. The traditional divining
of wells with a willow rod is supposedly based on the detection of the radiation
emanating or reflecting from underground water. The rod has also been used in
the search for mineral ores. Dowsers did not find buried mines or plastic water
pipes (Foulkes 1971). The existence and the characteristics of earth radiation, as
well as the sensory mechanisms and the dowsing reaction, are still a subject of
controversy (Enright 1999).
Various ideas have been put forth regarding the different forms of the
radiation. The most widely spread idea assumes that the radiation is apparent as
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water vein radiation and also as a radiation network covering the earth, and is
formed by parallel and almost perpendicularly intercrossing vertical radiation
lines or planes (Bird 1979). In addition, there is a number of radiation forms
named after their inventors. Hartmann (1982) stated that the earth is covered by a
homogeneous 1.8 m x 2.8 m network of radiation. Curry (1952) stated that he had
also found a second 3.5 m x 3.5m superimposed grid (Mayer & Winklbaur 1986).
Probably Peyre (1947) first studied the grid form in Normandy and presented it at
a congress in Paris (see Bird 1979).
Recently there have been more studies in which the existence and observation
of the radiation are considered as a natural phenomenon (König & Betz 1989).
Several theories have been put forward. In this study, particularly the
electromagnetic explanation models will be described.

Fig. 1. The use of a divining rod – traditionally a forked hazel twig – as a metal
prospecting tool, dates at least from the 16th century, when miners in the Harz
mountains of Germany used it in their search for ore veins of copper, lead or tin described by Georgius Agricola in his 'De Re Metallica'(1556). It was said that the moment
they place their feet on a vein the twig immediately turns and twist, and so by its
action discloses the vein. When they move their feet again and go away from that spot
the twig becomes once more immobile.
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The most commonly known reaction-amplifying instruments for dowsing are a
forked willow rod and a pendulum. Other traditional folklore instruments are an
iron shovel and an iron bar. Literature contains examples of the use of other
various objects (Fig. 2). More modern instruments include metal rods with ball
bearings in the handles and L-shaped metal rods (Bird 1979, Kari-Koskinen et al.
1985, König & Betz 1989). Various devices based on the measurement of
physical phenomena are also used. Magnetometers, electric field meters and
electromagnetic radiation meters using different frequencies have been used in the
research of ground radiation (Maby & Franklin 1939, Bird 1979).

Fig. 2. Instruments for amplifying hand movements of dowsers, and an instrument for
searching for radiation. Y-rods were made of a twig of wood or of steel wire. Other
tools are L-rods of steel wire bent at an angle to form an L-shape, pendulum, steel
springs, straight rods, tonometer with a pointer scale, and in the middle the radio
wave receiver (Maby & Franklin 1939).
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2.2

Involuntary hand movements

Maby and Franklin (1939) stated that when test subjects’ eyes were covered and
their hands were held in front of them, the hands approached each other in a
strong radiation field. They constructed an appliance for detecting the
phenomenon, known as the tonometer (Fig.2). The small movement of the
handles was amplified with a pointer to show the extent of the hand movement on
a scale.
Prokop (1955) studied the mechanics of the rod movement, and he found the
rod to amplify hand or arm movements, regardless of what causes the difference
in tension of the muscle groups initiating the movement.
There are several comprehensive reviews about dowsing (Tromp 1949, Bird
1979, Hansen 1982, Kari-Koskinen et al. 1985). According to Tromp (1949), two
different processes can bring about the reaction:
1.
2.

Direct stimulation of the motor nerves in the arms.
Stimulation via the central nervous system, influenced by internal or external
factors.

Tromp (1949) considered the external forces to be different inside buildings and
out of doors. He classified these different factors into five main categories:
electric, magnetic, electromagnetic, acoustic stimulation and stimulation caused
by volatile components.
Comunetti (1978a, b) studied the movement of the hands using a bent metal
hoop, at the ends of which there were rotating handles. A potentiometer in one
handle transmitted the signal showing the turning of the hoop to a recorder. The
signal expressed the hand movement, and the registering occurred on the selected
test path as function of locality. Comunetti studied the responses of two subjects.
One of them was able to detect the limits of the reaction zones, and the other one
the width of the reaction zone at the level of certain threshold values.
Hansen (1982) has extensively reviewed the experimental research into the
dowsing reaction, and has stated that the most promising field for further research
seems to be the observation of changes in skin potential. Sochevanov (1984) has
reported that hypnosis has no effect on the dowsing reaction, and non-reacting
subjects did not react when under hypnosis, whereas the reacting subject did.
Nordell (1985, 1988) presented that it was possible that the dowsing reaction
could be caused by a piezoelectric phenomenon occurring in the bone. When the
rod was kept tense, the bones of the arm were under stress. The longitudinal
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change of the bone in an electromagnetic field caused torsion in the arm, which
was amplified as rod movement.
The muscle cell membrane at the synapse behaves as a transducer that
converts a chemical signal to a neurotransmitter release and an electric signal. The
acetylcholine receptor is a ligand-gated cation channel (Alberts et al. 1983).
The muscle stretch receptors provide the nervous system with information
about muscle length and its rate of change. The primary effect of stretching is to
produce a graded local depolarisation of the sensory nerve terminal. This voltage
change is called the receptor potential. The sensory nerve terminals are wrapped
and contain cell nuclei but no contractile apparatus. They have their own motor
innervation, which has a similar function to that of the zero adjustment on an
electric meter. It calibrates the spindle to zero at the point of muscle stretching
required at any given time, so that the posture specified by the motor control areas
of the brain is automatically maintained. The muscle stretch receptor is adaptable.
(Alberts et al. 1983). It is proposed that humans have an electromagnetic sense
which is mediated by force receptors and that it acts through a phylogenetically
conserved mechanism (Marino 2009).
Muscles moving the hand
Hand movements are forced by a complicated organization of muscles (Fig. 3).
Their control requires a large amount of brain capacity. One group of muscles,
that moves the bone humerus in the upper arm, inserts into the shoulder joint,
produces small movements, and is primarily used in maintaining the articulation
of the humerus with the glenoid fossa and in rotating the humerus. This “rotator
cuff” includes supraspinatus, infraspinatus, subscapularis and teres minor. The
second group of humerus muscles includes deltoid, pectoralis major, latissimus
dorsi, teres major, and coraco bracialis. (Gaudin 1997).
Muscles that move the forearm, which includes the bones the ulna and the
radius, are two opposing sets of muscles. They move the forearm in two different
directions at the elbow: The biceps brachii, brachialis, and the brachio brachialis
flex the forearm. The biceps brachii also is a powerful supinator. Extension of the
forearm at the elbow is accomplished by the large triceps brachii and the smaller
anconeous.
The forearm flexor of the wrist and the hand include muscles in three layers.
In the superficial layer are the pronator teres, which rotates the radius and turns
the palm down, and three flexors of the wrist: the flexor carpi ulnaris, the flexor
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carpi radialis and the palmaris longus. In the middle layer is the flexor digitorum
superficialis, which attaches to the middle phalanges of fingers 2–5. The thumb
has its own flexor. Beneath and along the flexor digitorum profundus the flexor
digitorum superficialis, flexes fingers 2–5 as when making a fist. In the deep
layer are the flexor digitorum profundus, which is inserted in the terminal
phalanges of fingers 2–5 and assist its superficial counterparts in flexing the
finger, the pronator guadratus pronates the hand, and the flexor pollicis longus
which flexes the thumb into the palm.
The forearm extensor of the wrist and the hand are posterior in two layers. In
the outer layer are five muscles: three wrist extensors: the extensor carpi radialis
longus, the extensor carpi radialis brevis, and the extensor carpi ulnaris; two
finger extensors: extensor digitorum communis, forming over the back of the hand
and the knuckles, and the extensor digiti minimi. The deep layer moves the
fingers including the abductor pollicis longus, the extensor pollicis longus, the
extensor pollicis brevis and the extensor indicis. (Gaudin 1997).

Fig. 3. Some muscles of the arm.
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2.3

Statistical experiments of dowsing

Numerous dowsing tests were conducted by Chadwick and Jensen (1971). Over
150 different people were randomly selected from the faculty and student
population, both males and females. About 90 percent of those tested had never
dowsed before nor had they seen others do so. Numerous independent, individual
tests were made at four principal locations. The information combined for each
area showed statistical significance when subjected to the chi-square test; the
significance level ranged from 6 percent to < 0.05 percent chance for randomness.
When subjects "dowsed" without rods (the random block drop experiment), the
statistical significance level was at the 5–10 percent chance for randomness.
When dowsing rods were used in the same area by different but similarly
inexperienced people, the statistical significance level jumped to the < 0.05
percent chance for randomness. Only one individual reported that no reaction
occurred. All others had one or more reaction in every test.
Kari-Koskinen et al. (1985) conducted 4 series of experiments in different
places: two in Oulu and two in Jyväskylä, in which the interdependence of the
reaction spots determined by 12 test subjects with the rod was statistically
calculated. The tests were conducted on a 120–150 m path by walking back and
forth, and the same path was followed by the dowser sitting in a car. They
concluded that the dowsers did not get the same results unknown to each other.
The results should be reviewed and reanalysed because there is a correlation
between test while walking or riding in a car on the same test path.
König and Betz (1989) conducted a thorough series of statistical experiments
concerning reaction places of 118 dowsers on a long test board, in a movable test
tunnel of 10 metres, and with an artificial water vein. They reported significant
results, which proved that the reactions of different individuals were
interconnected. Enright (1999) has reanalysed the results and has criticised that
the study failed to show the effect.
2.4

Magnetic field

Clear changes are observed both locally and temporally in the magnetic field of
the earth. When a human being moves in the field or when the field changes,
electric voltages and currents are induced in the body, which may cause, e.g.,
muscular tension without volition. It has been suggested that there are changes in
the magnetic field at the same spots where the dowsing reaction occurs. Tromp
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(1949) reported that well-diviners are sensitive to changes in magnetic field. A
sensitive person can, according to Tromp, detect a 0.1 gauss/m (10µT/m) change
in the field. The detection is dependent on the number of attempts. After 20
attempts the person can no longer clearly detect the change.
Rocard (1964, 1981) conducted experiments in which the reaction spots
defined by various individuals have been compared with the magnetic field in the
spot. Rocard came to the following conclusions:
1.

The following occurred when walking toward magnetic anomalies:
a) a reaction, when the gradient was 0.3 to 0.5 mOe/m (0.03 to 0.05 μT/m)
b) a more accurate reaction, when the gradient was 2 to 3 mOe/m (0.2 to 0.3
μT/m)
c) a quite inaccurate reaction, when the gradient was 0.1 mOe/m (0.01
μT/m).

2.
3.

4.

If small anomalies were repeated, an integration followed by an additional
reaction occurred.
When the field increased continuously, saturation occurred. 20 to 30 mOe
(2 to 3 μT) was sufficient for saturation. If the reaction was desired in spite of
the saturation, one must walk faster.
In a car or an aeroplane, weaker changes in relation to the distance could be
noticed, since the speed was higher and the consequent field change in
relation to time exceeded the reaction threshold.

Rocard (1964) suggested that a nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) might explain
a dowser’s sensitivity to magnetic gradients.
Harvalik (1970, 1978) has proposed that sensitive persons react to a magnetic
field change occurring slower than 0.1 nT/sec. He performed experiments in
which an electric current was conducted in the soil between two electrodes placed
at a distance of 10 metres. The test subjects used an L-shaped rod to detect the
field. Almost 80% of the subjects appeared to be capable of detecting the field
changes using this method.
Bucking et al. (1974) noticed that a strong homogeneous magnetic field of 5
Tesla caused a decrease of about 8% in the contraction force of a frog's skeletal
muscle. The phenomenon was not dependent on the position of the muscle in
relation to the field.
Chadwick and Jensen (1971) have calculated the magnetic fields induced by
ground water currents. In a series of experiments they compared the results of
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dowsers to randomised results. They considered it possible that well-diviners
could notice underground water currents based on changes in the gradient of the
magnetic field.
Engh (1983) conducted tests with 30 persons. The results of eight separate
tests strongly suggested that these persons were able to detect underground water
currents. The persons were able to detect an artificial magnetic field as well, but
the sensitivity of detecting the magnetic field was, according to Engh, not
sufficient to explain the detection of water above water-conducting caves, because
they caused no change in the earth's magnetic field. The sensitivity of the meter
used was 6 nT.
The evidence with seamstresses indicate that long-term significant
occupational exposure to extremely low frequency (ELF) magnetic field may
increase the risk both Alzheimer’s disease and breast cancer (Davanipour & Sobel
2009). The hypothesized process involves increased production of beta amyloid
as a result of magnetic exposure causing voltage gated Ca2+ channels to open for
longer than normal. The peripheral high intra cellular level of Ca2+ results in
production of beta amyloid, which is secreted into the blood and transported
through the BBB to the brain (Davanipour & Sobel 2009).
2.5

Radio waves

In 1890 Branly, from France, invented the Coherer, the first radio wave detector,
which Aleksandr Popov used in 1895 for the detection of radio waves of
approaching thunder (Ahola 2001). In the Coherer the density of fine particles of
iron powder in a glass tube was changed due to the electric field of radio waves,
and because of a non-linear effect in the conductivity the alternating current in the
tube was rectified.
Heinrich Hertz, as professor at the Technical Institute in Karlsruhe, assembled
his radio system with an end-loaded dipole as a transmitting antenna and a
resonant square loop antenna as a receiver. Hertz’s initial experiments in 1886
were conducted at wavelengths of about 8 metres, while his later work was at
shorter wavelengths of around 30 centimetres. When sparks were produced at a
gap at the centre of Hertz’ dipole, sparking also occurred at a gap in the nearby
loop. During the next 2 years Hertz demonstrated reflection, refraction and
polarization of radio waves. (Kraus 1988). Hertz died, at the age of 37 years old,
in 1894 (Ahola 2001).
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Guglielmo Marconi repeated Hertz’s experiments and in 1901 announced that
he had received a signal at St John’s, Newfoundland which had been sent across
the Atlantic from a station he had built at Poldhu in Cornwall, England. In 1903
Marconi began a regular transatlantic message service between Poldhu, England
and stations he built near Glace Bay, Nova Scotia, and South Wellfleet on Cape
Cod. With inputs of 50 kilowatts, antenna wires crackled and glowed with corona
at night. Local residents were sure that such fireworks in the sky would alter the
weather. (Kraus 1988). As early as 1933, certain Soviet scientists had recognized
that electromagnetic fields affected the human nervous system (Dodge 1969).
Maby and Franklin (1939) suggested that the dowser responds to high
frequency effects due to electromagnetic radiation; his/her muscles acting both as
receiving antenna and detector mechanism. They suggested that the primary
source of reactions was the electromagnetic radiation at a wavelength from 9 to
10 metres. Tromp (1949) has reviewed the experiments: “In their book, The
Physics of the Divining Rod, an extensive and most stimulating survey is given of
a number of experiments carried out by different dowsers”.
2.5.1 Natural radio sources
If the radio wave connection is regarded as the cause of the dowsing reaction, we
must ask where the radio waves came from in the past, when there was no radio
communication? There are many sources in nature (Fig.4). One of the strongest
sources is the electromagnetic radiation caused by thunder. Lightning causes a
strong pulse which contains a wide frequency band (Oh 1969). Before the
lightning strikes many smaller discharges in the clouds occur. These create
electromagnetic radiation with a frequency of more than 100 MHz. It is known
that many persons feel bad before thunderstorms. Other natural sources of radio
waves are the sun, the aurora borealis and space radiation. The electromagnetic
radiation from natural sources is added to the field caused by technical sources,
and it is seen in the spectrum as a wide-band basic noise.
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Fig. 4. Summary of natural and man-made electromagnetic sources and their levels
(White 1974, modified).

Takata (1951) reported a new biological effect of solar radiation, which was
measurable with their 'index of flocculation' in blood serum
(Flockungszahlreaktion (Flz-reaction) of Takata). This radiation stood in good
correlation with solar activity via the following effects:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Systematic increase and decrease of the index of flocculation at sunrise and
sunset.
Diminution of the index of flocculation during solar eclipse.
Exponential increase with altitude in the atmosphere.
Increase with diminishing geographic latitude.
Eleven-year period; fluctuation parallel to the variations in the relative
sunspot numbers.
Effect of solar rotation; marked tendency to repeat the stormy disturbances
every 27 days.
World-wide phenomenon with cosmic rhythm.

Takata documented the daily radiation levels for 17 years. There was a correlation
between the results of men at different locations. He reported that there was no
doubt that solar radiation contained a new component with biological effects
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characterised by its strong penetrating power and by its ionizing power affecting
the human body. The Flz-index of female serum correlated with ovulation rhythm.
An electromagnetic field, at a wavelength of 105 to 256 m, has an effect on
the sinking reaction of colloidal arsentrisulphide. It also has an effect on the
coagulation speed of bismuth chloride (BiCl3) (Eichmeier & Burger 1969).
Rothen (1976) reported that a 24-hour periodicity in the course of immunologic
reactions carried out at the liquid-solid interface was due to possible extraterrestrial influences. The effects of geomagnetic activity on the functional status
of the body (Oraevskii et al. 1998), and blood coagulation system in patients with
ischemic heart diseases (Pikin et al. 1998) have been presented.
The discharges occurring in the sun (flares) also cause disturbance in radio
traffic. When a large spot or a large group of small spots pass the central meridian
of the sun, a magnetic storm often occurs on earth approximately 25 hours later.
Jansky (see Kraus 1988) obtained data on atmospherics from thunderstorms
and he noted that there was always a very faint static noise present which moved
completely around the compass in 24 hours. It was coming from our galaxy with
the maximum amount coming from the galactic centre.
In 1940–1944, Reber studied the radiation of the Milky Way at 1.85 m
wavelength area (Kraus 1982). Different sources could be isolated from the
galactic RF radiation. It was also noted that, in the space between stars, hydrogen
radiated at a wavelength of 0.21 metres. The RF radiation emitted by the sun was
the strongest of its kind entering the atmosphere from space, and its amount
strongly (differences of >20 dB) depended on solar activity. The moon also
reflects radio waves. Of the planets, Jupiter emits a noticeable radiation at a
wavelength of 15 to 20 m. Jupiter's radiation also varies because of lightning
discharges occurring in its gaseous atmosphere (The ARRL Handbook 1991).
2.5.2 Silent Keys
Radio amateurs are familiar with variations in the progress of radio waves and
with radio noise disturbances. Millham (1985) studied all the ‘Silent Keys’
listings that appeared after the death of a radio amateur in QST, the monthly
journal of radio amateurs, between 1971 and 1983 in Washington State and
California. Only males were studied as there were very few women among these
deaths. A total of 1691 male death certificates were identified. With a statistical
significance of p < 0.01, 24 deaths from leukaemia were found, compared to 12.6
of the proportionate mortality ratio of all US deaths. Millham (1988) expanded
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his original work to a total of 67,829 amateurs and identified 2485 deaths and
concluded that only rates of acute myelogenous leukaemia significantly increased.
In myelogenous leukaemia malign cells are like red cells which are formed in
the marrow of bones (Ruutu 1999).
The frequencies used by radio amateurs are mainly 3.5–30 MHz, 144–146
MHz and 430–2500 MHz. The maximum carrier wave power in transmission
varies from 15 to 150 W and the modulation power from 60 to 600 W, depending
on the frequency and type of user. The waves proceed as surface waves near the
earth's surface and as space waves, reflecting or rather, bending back from the
ionosphere. The bending of the space waves depends on the wavelength. The
status of the ionosphere has a decisive influence on the progress of the waves. For
instance, in the 20-metre wavelength area, the best connection is obtained at
sunrise and late in the night. The area can, however, be used for radio traffic day
and night. In the 10-metre area, audibility is practically nil during a sunspot
minimum, whereas during a sun spot maximum the 10-metre area is extremely
useful (Wiio & Laine 1978).
2.5.3 Water and RF scattering
Dielectric materials like water (εr = 81), can scatter RF radiation. The scattering
can be calculated, e.g., for a dielectric ball. It causes anomalies on both sides of
the water globe affecting the field intensity. Variations in water content in the
ground may cause variations in the efficiency of RF scattering (König & Betz
1989).
2.5.4 Cell effects of electromagnetic fields
It has been supposed that the effects of the modulation can be transmitted via a
low-frequency electric field induced inside a tissue sample, since the cell
membrane has non-linear rectifying properties (Jokela 1985). It has been shown
that a low frequency 5 to 30 Hz electric field at a strength of 5 to 50 V/m has
biological effects (Adey 1980). Since at these low frequencies the electric field
induced inside the sample is 10−5–10−7 times smaller than in the VHF-UHF area,
an extremely small high-frequency field could cause an effect similar to that of a
low-frequency field (Jokela 1985).
It has also been thought that the possible carcinogenic effect of radio
frequency radiation could be indirectly transmitted. For instance, the radiation
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would promote the division of cancer cells. Holt (1980) suggested that an
electromagnetic field of 434 MHz stimulates anaerobic glucose metabolism in
cancer, bringing about a marked increase in the progress of cancer. The nonthermal effect of nanosecond microwave pulses on transepithelial sodium ion
transport was reported (Deviatkov et al. 1982).
Amplitude-modulated radiofrequency radiation can induce responses in
nervous system cells in tissues originating from widely different animal species,
including humans. Significant 45Ca2+ efflux was obtained at SAR values of 0.05
and 0.005 W/kg from avian and feline brain tissues and human neuroblastoma
cells when exposed to 147 MHz 16 Hz AM modulated electromagnetic radiation.
Hamster-mouse hybrid neuroblastoma was also shown to exhibit enhanced efflux;
a SAR of 0.005 W/kg (Dutta et al. 1989).
Isothermal (37 °C +/- 0.2 °C) exposure of glioma cells for 2 hours to 27 or
2450 MHz continuous wave to SARs of 50 W/kg or less stimulated incorporation
rates of tritiated thymidine (3H-TdR) and tritiated uridine (3H-UdR), whereas
higher SARs suppressed DNA and RNA synthesis. Statistically significant timedependent alterations were detected for up to 5 days post-exposure, suggesting a
kinetic cellular response to RF radiation and the possibility of cumulative effects
on cell proliferation (Cleary et al. 1990a). No detectable effects of RF radiation
were seen on lymphocyte morphology or viability (Cleary et al. 1990b).
Amplitude modulated 1.287 MHz signal 1.8–7.8 V/m for 24 hours near
transmitting antenna resulted alanine accumulation in water plant cells (etiolated
duckweed, landoltia punctata). Alanine accumulation, a universal stress signal,
was supressed with vitamin C (Monselise et al. 2011).
2.5.5 Experiments with animals
It has been known for some time that many animals can sense magnetic fields.
There is ample proof that animals such as bees and doves have a very accurate
magnetic sense, and many more species possess at least an orientation sense. It is
considered certain that sharks and rays have a receptor mechanism based on
induction, whereas micro-organisms use a receptor based on a permanent magnet.
Land animals probably possess a receptor system based on magnetic crystals,
which have been found in them at local concentrations. Magnetic substances have
also been found in the human skull. (Presti & Pettigreen 1980, Baker 1983, Gould
1984).
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In tests on rats, it has been seen that the exposure to magnetic fields affects
prostaglandin levels (Gorzynska & Wegrzynowicz 1986). Prostaglandins are a
group of physiologically active lipids present in organisms with a demonstrable
effect, e.g., on muscular activity. Prostaglandins are freed through the various
neural, hormonal, chemical and mechanical stimuli, and it is probable that they
play a role in the defence mechanisms of the organism.
The enzymes taking part in prostaglandin metabolism are present in all cells.
Most tissues contain small concentrations of prostaglandins. Endoperoxides like
thromboxan A2 in the lungs and thrombocytes and prostacyclin, especially in the
blood vessels, are extremely active but short-lived (Repo 1981). The synthesis of
prostaglandin PGD2 follows a regular daily cycle in the brain. PGD2 injected in
the frontal hypothalamus of test animals increases sleep, whereas it functions as a
prostaglandin blocker that decreases sleeping where it as blockers of
prostaglandin synthesis decreases sleeping (Stenberg & Porkka-Heiskanen 1990).
During 2.8 GHz and 60 mW/cm2 irradiation of Spraque-Dawley rats, heart
rate increased significantly both with and without anaesthesia, while mean arterial
blood pressure increased only when the rats were unanaesthetised (Jauchem &
Frei 1991).
Ketamine-anesthetised rats were exposed to a 9.3 kHz continuous polarized
wave both in electric field (E) and magnetic field (H) orientations. Tail
temperature was significantly greater during E-orientation exposure. Heart rate
and mean arterial pressure increased significantly during irradiation. However, the
cardiovascular responses were not affected by exposure orientation (Jauchem &
Frei 1991). Marked cardiovascular response differences between E- and Horientation exposures were noted during previous studies at 0.7 to 2.45 GHz
(Jauchem et al. 1990).
Exposure of developing chick embryos to 428 MHz radio frequency radiation
at a power density of 5.5 mW/cm2 for more than 20 days resulted in embryolethal
and/or teratogenic effects and delayed hatching (Saito et al. 1991). Beloussov,
Burlakov and Louchinskaia (2003) have observed optical interaction and
biophoton emission of fish embryos. They have also found that short-term optical
interactions are accompanied by a gradual decrease of a total emission intensity of
the interacting batches of the fish embryos. This effect spread to part of a batch
which did not have any direct optical contacts with its partner.
Sprague-Dawley rats were exposed to a continuous wave at a far field of 2.45
GHz water absorption band and a power density of 60 mW/cm2 (approx. 14
W/kg). Heart rate and blood pressure increased significantly during irradiation
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and returned to baseline levels when exposure was discontinued. The increase
was significantly greater in E than in H orientation. The respiratory rate increased
significantly greater in E than in H orientation (Frei et al. 1989).
A significant decrease in acetylcholine esterase (AChE) activity was found in
rats exposed to a radio frequency radiation of 147 MHz and its sub-harmonics
73.5 and 36.75 MHz amplitude modulated at 16 and 76 Hz. A decrease in AChE
activity was independent of carrier wave frequencies (Kunjilwar & Behari 1993).
Lai (1998) has reviewed many experiments with rats conducted in his
laboratory. He has concluded that it is difficult to deny that RFR, at low intensity,
can affect the nervous system. However, available data suggest a complex
reaction of the nervous system to RFR. The response is not likely to be linear with
respect to the intensity of radiation. Frequency, duration, waveform, frequencyand amplitude modulation, etc., are important determinants of biological
responses.
Persson et al. (2005) have studied the blood brain barrier (BBB) of brain
capillaries in rats. They have found evidence for neuronal damage by non-thermal
microwave exposure from a 900 MHz GSM mobile telephone. Damaged neurons
were recorded in the cortex as well as hippocampus and basal ganglia in the
brains of exposed rats. These results are highly significant (p < 0.002) and exhibit
a clear dose-response relation between RFR dosage (SAR: 2–200 mW/kg) and
number of damaged neurons. The albumin diffuses out into the brain tissue and
accumulates in the neurons and glial cells surrounding the capillaries.
Low power (<1 W/kg) RFR has been found to have an observable effect on
biological subjects. Moreover, the modulation frequency of the radiation seemed
to be of significance. Weak oscillating electric gradients, no larger than the EEG
(50–100 mV/m), increased the efflux of calcium and the amino acid transmitter
gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) from a cat’s cerebral cortex by almost 20
percent (Kaczmarek & Adey 1973). GABA plays the part of a transmitter in the
synaptic obstruction (Heinonen & Kaila 1990). In a sample taken from the frontal
brain tissue of a hen, the quantity of Ca2+ ions was dependent on the modulation
frequency (5 to 30 Hz) of the exposed radiation (147 MHz) (Blackman et al.
1979, Adey 1980, Bawin et al. 1983).
In vitro exposure of chick forebrain tissue to 50 MHz radiofrequency
electromagnetic radiation, with amplitude modulated at 16 Hz in multiple powerdensity windows, would enhance the efflux of calcium ions within only two
power-density windows: one from 1.44 to 1.67 mW/cm2, and the other including
3.64 mW/cm2 (Blackman et al. 1989).
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It has been experimentally shown that the number of Ca2+ ions liberated from
a sample taken from a hen's frontal brain is dependent on the modulation
frequency of the exposing radio frequency radiation. The sample was exposed to
a 0.8 mW/cm2 field with a frequency of 147 MHz and an amplitude modulation
of 80 to 90 percent. The modulation frequency was altered within the range of 0.5
to 35 Hz. An unmodulated field caused no changes. A statistically significant,
maximally 20% increase in the liberation of 45Ca2+ ions occurred in the range of 6
to 20 Hz (Adey 1980). The maximum occurred at 16 Hz, which is the same as the
maximum effective frequency of biologically effective low-frequency magnetic
fields (See Juutilainen 1989). Power windows also exist where the efflux reaches
its maximum value (Adey 1980).
RF-radiation at 915 and 147 MHz, when sinusoidally AM at 16 Hz, has been
shown to enhance the release of calcium ions from neuroblastoma cells in culture.
RF radiation also affected the acetylcholine esterase, AChE, activity in nervous
system-derived cells in culture in a common dose-dependent manner (Dutta et al.
1992).
Lednev (1996) has studied bio effects of weak combined, constant and
variable magnetic fields. It is postulated that the value of the effect induced by
magnetic fields in biosystems is proportional to the polarization degree of the
Ca2+ ion’s vibration in the oscillators of protein-enzyme complexes.
Kolomytkin et al. (2007) have proposed a model for an electroreceptor where
glycoproteins bound to ion channels mediate the detection of a low frequency
electric field of 2 μV/m. They have measured the field sensitivity of the
electroreceptor organ in the fish Kryptopterus bicirrhis.
2.5.6 Human in RFR
According to Tromp (1949) the effects of radio frequency radiation on humans in
the neighbourhood of transmitters, at a frequency lower than 100 MHz, were the
following: fatigue, which might change into apathy; with continuing irradiation
nervousness and restlessness, feeling of alarm, pessimism, a tendency toward
insomnia and interrupted sleep. Upon waking up on the morning, the test person
felt depressed and inert. Severe headaches developed if the exposure was
continued. The phenomena greatly depended upon the wavelength used. Waves
longer than 10 m were rather harmless, but below 10 m the influence increased
with decreasing wavelength. The complaints generally disappeared rather rapidly
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after 6–8 days if the treatment was interrupted, unless the original treatment lasted
too long.
Tromp presented that the excitation caused by radio frequency radiation
spreads to the motor area, and after being amplified in the brain, passes back
along the motor nerves to the muscles of the arm and hand. Three nerves are of
primary importance: the musculospiral, the ulnar and the median nerves (Tromp
1949).
Wüst (cited by Prokopp 1955) stated that VHF waves (around 100 MHz)
disturbed dowsers and, at a certain distance, there was no reaction to underground
water. Harvalik (1978) noted that an aluminium protection around the torso
prevented the generation of the dowsing reaction in a high-frequency field.
Harvalik located the detector spot in the body approximately at the kidneys. In his
experiments, Harvalik used the frequency bands 58.55 MHz to 6 GHz.
Ruhenstroth-Bauer et al. (1984, 1985, 1987) have reported a correlation
between various fits of illness and atmospheric phenomena, especially
disturbances caused by 8–24 kHz atmospheric or tropospheric electromagnetic
disturbances. Malin and Srivastava (1979) reported that the number of heart
attacks increased with an increase in solar activity. This result could suggest that
heart attacks are connected either with variations in the earth's magnetic field or
with the improved migration of radio-frequency disturbances in the ionosphere.
Gurfinkel and Liubimov (1998) have studied the effect of passive screening for
protecting patients with ischemic heart disease from the effect of geomagnetic
disturbances.
Blumricht (1985) considered it possible that there was a correlation between
local changes in the magnetic field and occurrences of cancer. Durney, Rushforth
and Anderson (1988) have calculated resonant responses to an AC-DC magnetic
field. The model predicted both frequency and amplitude windows, which were
explained in terms of synchronization of resonances of the molecular particle of
the electric field. Results indicated that responses of biological systems are
probably not due to resonant responses of ions in solutions, because of viscous
damping.
The absorption of RFR depends on wavelength and the physical size of the
body and different parts of the body (Hagmann et al. 1979). Maximum absorption
occurs at the centre of the whole body resonance at 70 to 80 MHz. This is near the
frequency used for FM broadcasting. The head and limbs absorb much more
energy than the torso at frequencies above whole body resonance (Olsen & Griner
1987).
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No changes in metabolic heat production occurred during an entire body
exposure to a continuous wave of 100 MHz for 45 min, at three different power
densities of 4, 6, and 8 mW/cm2 and three ambient temperatures of 24, 28, and 31
degrees C. The sole exemption was the temperature of the ankle skin, which
increased by 3–4 degrees C in some subjects at a power density of 8 mW/cm2.
Because of deep penetration of RF energy at this frequency, effectively bypassing
the skin, these changes must have stimulated thermal receptors deep in the body
rather than those located in the skin. (Adair et al. 2003).
The SAR induced in the embryo or foetus can exceed that recommended for
the general public when the mother is exposed to radiofrequency radiation within
occupational limits. Applying current exposure limits given by IRPA, ANSI, and
SAA, the results indicate that overexposure of the embryo or foetus can occur
from early pregnancy at 80–100 MHz, and in late pregnancy across the range of
300–1500 MHz (Flemming & Joyner 1992).
Haematological parameters including a decreased number of erythrocytes,
reticulocytes, platelets, segmented granulocytes, and an increased number of
leucocytes and lymphocytes have been observed in 43 radar operators. They were
employed in air traffic control and were occupationally exposed to microwave
radiation of low intensity over a period of four years. The changes were not
pathologically significant, and most of them were reversible (Budinscack et al.
1991).
Three cases of occupational exposure to radio-frequency and microwave
radiation were seen at the out-patient clinic at the Hospital University Sains,
Malaysia. Patients showed symptoms of neck strain associated with throbbing
headache, irritability, loss of appetite, fatigue, memory difficulties, and numbness
of extremities. They also had alopecia areata which was probably causally linked
to the radiation exposure (Isa & Noor 1991).
Exposure of radio linemen to radio frequency radiation in the range of 400
kHz to 20 GHz during their work did not appear to cause any increase in
chromosomal damage in circulating lymphocytes. Studies were performed on
blood samples from 38 radio linemen matched by age with 38 controls, all of
them were employed by Telecom Australia (Garson et al. 1991).
The immune systems of 19 women were studied by Boscolo et al. (2001).
The women had a mean age of 35 years and were exposed to RFR (4.3+/-1.4
V/m) from radio television broadcasting stations in a residential area for at least 2
years. There were 47 controls in the study exposed to <1.8 V/m. The stimulation
index of blastonogesis (ratio between cell proliferation with and without
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phytohaemoagglutination) was significantly correlated with the rate of exposure.
It was concluded that radiation reduced the cytotoxic activity in the peripheral
blood of women without a dose-response effect.
RFR from radio and TV transmitters and temporally stable 60 Hz exposure
were associated with increased estrogen-3-glucuronide (E1G) excretion among
postmenopausal woman. Women with reduced nocturnal 6-hydroxymelatonin
sulphate (6-OHMS) excretion may represent a sensitive subgroup (Clark 2007).
2.5.7 Epidemiological studies
A correlation between melanoma incidence and the number of locally receivable
FM transmitters was found by Hallberg and Johansson (2002). The data was
collected from Norway, Sweden, Denmark, and the United States. The probability
value based on power density was p = 0.019, for field strength p = 0.0035 and for
number of transmitters p < 0.001. They concluded that melanoma is associated
with exposure to FM broadcasting, and that a power density as low as 30 μW/m2
cannot be regarded as safe. They proposed that due to the FM radiation the
sleeping position (Hallberg and Johansson 2009) and bed types (Hallberg 2009)
have an effect on the onset of cancer.
Michelozzi et al. (2002) studied leukaemia mortality in Rome (1987–1998)
among adults (40 cases) and childhood leukaemia in 1987–1999 (257 cases). The
risk of childhood leukaemia was higher than expected for distances of up to 6 km
from a radio station, and there was a significant decline in risk with increasing
distance both for male mortality (p = 0.03) and for childhood leukaemia
(p = 0.036). The authors reported that the study had limitations because of the
small number of cases and the lack of exposure data. There is an emerging
interest in RF and childhood leukaemia (Kheifects & Shimkhada 2005).
Park et al. (2004) observed a higher mortality rate for all cancer and
leukaemia in some age groups in areas near AM radio broadcasting towers in
Korea. They calculated cancer mortality rates during 1994–1995 in ten RF
exposed areas. These were defined as regions that included towers of over 100
kW, and control areas were defined as regions without a tower inside a radius of
at least 2 km.
Exposure to 450 MHz modulated at different low frequencies, with a power
density of 0.16 mW/cm2 at the scalp, caused significant increase in the EEG beta
rhythms (15–38 Hz) energy for 13–31% of the test subjects (Hinrikus et al. 2008).
Both extremely low frequency and RF range activate the cellular stress response
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and it is suggested that they could interact directly with electrons in DNA (Blank
& Goodman 2009). The large hydration energy tied up in protein and DNA
structures could be released by small changes in charge (Blank 2008).
There are many reported links between RFR and its weak human biological
effects at SARs below the safety limits and all guidelines. The study of the weak
effects of VHF electromagnetic radiation has been overshadowed in recent years
by the increased interest in new telecommunication frequencies near and over 1
GHz. A short-term field emitted by 902 MHz mobile phones showed no effects on
the cognitive functions of children (Haarala et al. 2005). In another study there
was a tendency for reaction times of children to be shorter during exposure to
radiation (Preece et al. 2005). However, it should not be forgotten that the longterm effects of radiation near 100 MHz, near to the whole body resonance
frequency of a child, are not yet exactly known.
This study provides one significant aspect to open new areas of RFR research
and its health effects. The maximum permissible effective VHF intensities for the
public in Finland are 27.5 V/m for the electric field, 2 W/m2 for the power density
and 0.073 A/m for the magnetic field. These are highly above many values
reported causing different negative biological effects.
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3

Subjects and methods

3.1

Subjects

The detection of the hand movement effect of different individuals was studied
with the help of 85 volunteer students, of whom 52 were female and 33 were
male. Reactions of experienced volunteer dowsers (n = 55), female and male,
were studied in various tests. The sizes of the groups varied test by test.
3.2

Extension of the arm

To amplify and register the extension of the arm, an appliance called the dowser
prod was constructed. The prod was held in the hand at shoulder level between
the thumb and forefinger in a horizontal, labile position (Fig. 5). As the hand
position changed because of supposed radiation, the prod leaned forward and the
balance detector in the prod gave a weak sounding alarm.

Fig. 5. As the tension status of the arm flexor muscle (biceps) is unperceivably altered,
the arm position is altered. This can be detected as a change in the distance a, which
typically varies from 10 to 30 cm. The prod gives the sound or the tip of the prod leans
forward. The reaction likely intensifies with improved muscular condition.
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Before the experiment, each test group was briefly instructed on the use of the
instrument, after which they were allowed a brief period of practice. One subject
at a time entered the laboratory where two persons supervising the experiment
were present. Each subject was allowed 5 to 10 minutes to complete the
experiment. The length of time was not specified precisely, but during the
experiment it was found that the time allowed was too short for some persons.
3.3

Pronation to cause turning of the rod

A rod held firmly will turn because of the wrist pronation or supination. To
amplify and register the movement, two different appliances were constructed.

Fig. 6. Device constructed to detect the turning of the rod with a potentiometric
transducer due to pronation and supination of the wrist.

One movement and registering method developed is illustrated in Fig. 6. Two
strips of approx. 40 cm in length have been joined together at one end to form a
rod. A one turn 25 kilo-ohm potentiometer was installed at one end, the shaft of
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which turns as the rod end turns. The shell of the potentiometer was anchored to
the wrist with stiff metal wire. The potentiometer was powered by a small battery
(9 V) via a serially-coupled resistance element.
3.4

Ab-adduction of the arms

During the study it was noticed that when certain individuals held their arms
freely in front of their body, bent at the elbows and at waist or chest level, it was
noticed that the distance between the arms changed as the person walked about.
This reaction form has also been illustrated by Maby and Franklin (1939).
Using two rods connected at one end with an axle, in which there is a
potentiometer to register a movement in the rods, it is possible to register even
small arm movements on a recorder. Simultaneously, the distance walked by the
test subject was registered on the x axis of the xy recorder, and thus the arm
movement was manifested as a function of locality (Fig. 7).
Results were registered on a battery-operated computer via an analog-digital
converter.

Fig. 7. Registering of ab-adduction of the arms with the potentiometric transducer.
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3.5

EMG measurements

The muscle tension occurring in connection with the dowsing reaction was
studied by measuring the electromyographic (EMG) signal from the forearm
muscles of the test subjects using disposable surface electrodes. The test subject
walked the test distance with electrodes strapped in place. At the same time, the
distance travelled was registered on the X axis of the recorder, and the root mean
square EMG signal, as well as arm movement reactions together on two channels
of the Y axis, were analysed using the EMG-analyser ME-10RI (Mega
Electronics Ltd, Kuopio, Finland).
3.6

Registration of hand movements and location

The distance covered by the subject was registered with a coil located at the start
of the measuring distance, in which a potentiometer delivered a signal
corresponding to the distance travelled on the X axis of the recorder (Fig. 8.) This
method was also used to chart an area by traversing the entire area along paths at
equal distances of eight metres.
Changes in the test subject's walking pace and speed may cause a small
deviation in the signal curve on the recorder, due to the slowness of response and
movement. For this reason the walking was kept constant by asking the test
subjects to walk the exact line across the whole test series.
When tests were carried out in a cart towed at a steady pace by an electric
motor. In a moving car, information on locality was recorded as the time spent on
travelling the distance at a fixed speed. Also, an optic pulse position transducer
was constructed for measurements of areal intensity variations.
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Fig. 8. Measurement of arm movement as a function of locality.

3.7

Measurement of the magnetic field

The magnetic field was studied with a magnetic field meter (Geo-Magnetometer
BPM 2001, Kottenheim, Germany). It was able to measure ranges of 100–50 000
nT and the practical sensitivity of the smallest scale was about 10 nT. The meter
measured changes in the vertical component of the magnetic flux. The
measurements were made by installing the detector in a vertical pole fixed to a
moveable wooden cart. By altering the detector height, the value of the magnetic
field at different heights was obtained. The values were registered on a recorder
or a computer as a function of locality. Measurements were also carried out by
connecting the magnetic field detector with the towed cart, where arm movement
reactions of the test subjects were simultaneously registered.
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3.8

Generation of artificial magnetic field

An artificial static magnetic field was made as follows: Two 50-turn coils were
wound around wooden frames (2×2 metres, Fig. 9). The coils were powered
without the knowledge of the test subjects. By controlling the current, the
intensity of the magnetic field was altered by approximately 40 microtesla at the
most. The test subject sat inside the frame while trying to detect the magnetic
field. Furthermore, the test subject walked into the frame while trying to detect
the field. Three experienced dowsers took part in the tests.

Fig. 9. A setup to study the connection between changes in the magnetic field and arm
movements.

In a second arrangement a coil was placed around the test subject's head.
Alternatively, the coil was placed around the waist. The intensity of the magnetic
field was altered so that maximally the field intensity was over 500 μT, 10 times
larger than that of the earth's magnetic field. A strong permanent magnet was also
used to cause the reaction. The magnet was moved near to the body of the dowser.
The dowser did not know when the magnet was near to him/her.
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3.9

Measurement of radio waves

3.9.1 Spectrum analysis
The connection between the dowsing reaction and the voltage induced by radio
waves was studied with the help of a radio spectrum analyser (Tektronix 492,
Tektronix Inc., USA). The radio waves induce a voltage in an electric dipole: a
human being can act as such a dipole.
Five experienced dowsers took part in the test. Electrodes were placed at the
back of the neck and at the waist of the test subjects (Fig. 10). The spectrum
analyser measured the induced voltage in the frequency band 90 to 100 MHz. A
rod was used to locate a reaction spot and control area.

Fig. 10. Use of the spectrum analyser to study the dowsing reaction place and the
radio frequency signal induced in the body.

In measurements carried out at very low RFR, at the Kaavi test area, over 50 km
away from VHF towers in Kuopio, the values of the three highest peaks visible in
the radio frequency spectrum were located at approximately 92, 94, and 98 MHz.
In measurements in higher RFR carried out near The Canthia Building at the
University of Kuopio, only one, the 94 MHz peak, was read.
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The values for the pairs of the spots were registered so that the test subject
was completely unaware of the meter readings. The person reading the meter did
not know which was the reaction spot and which was the control area. In this way,
possible unconscious bias in reading the meter was eliminated. A total of 87 pairs
of spots were analysed.
3.9.2 Measurement with a tuneable radio
A small battery-operated multi-wave radio receiver set was used to measure the
amplitude of the greatest SSB (single sideband) signal located in the band 90 to
100 MHz. In the pre-amplifier, before the automatic amplifying control, a
rectified signal was taken from the received FM signal through a diode bridge.
With the help of a RC low-pass filter, the high frequencies were eliminated from
the signal using a time constant of 0.1 seconds. The signal was amplified, and it
was registered either on a graphic recorder or via an AD transformer on a batteryoperated computer.
3.9.3 Broad band VHF instrument
A broad band RF electric field instrument was designed and manufactured for
easy verification of the test subjects responses to VHF electromagnetic radiation
(Fig. 11). The band of the instrument was about 30–300 MHz. The weak RFsignals, e.g., 1 mV/m, of the dipole antenna are amplified and detected, and the
whole spectrum is integrated into one number on the LCD display.
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Fig. 11. The sensitive broad band instrument for detecting VHF standing waves. The
instrument was constructed by the author.

3.9.4 Experiments in the towed carts
For eliminating the possible effects of walking on results, towable carts were
constructed for experiments where a dowser’s sensitivity to radio frequency
radiation was studied (Fig. 12).
3.9.5 Experiments in the laboratory corridor
Three selected experienced dowsers took part in the experiments. A wooden cart
was tied at the end of a nylon rope about 30 metres in length. The cart was guided
by a straight wooden trough fixed to the floor of a long laboratory corridor. The
cart was towed steadily at 0.7 m/s (2.5 km/h) by reeling in the rope at its other
end with an electric motor. The possible effect of the motor was eliminated by the
long rope (Fig. 12). The cart did not come close to the motor. Two persons sat in
the cart together back to back, with a wooden wall separating them. During the
experiment the persons could not see the responses of the companion.
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In the laboratory, the measurements were carried out three times successively
for each pair of test subjects. The arm movements of both persons were measured
with the potentiometric system. The amplitude of a frequency modulated radio
signal was measured with the radio receiver and a diode rectifier. The receiver
was tuned into the frequency of the strongest signal. Only the relative amplitude
variations of the wave were measured. The radio signal was measured by
coupling the receiver aerial and ground level with a coaxial cable and two surface
electrodes to the body of one of the test subjects. One of the electrodes was
located near the clavicle bone and the other on the side at the height of the iliac
bone. All three signals were collected in a battery-operated computer via an A/D
converter. The signals were analysed with the correlator program by Matlab®.

Fig. 12. Measurements of the arm reactions of test subjects in variations of the weak
FM modulated VHF field intensity.

3.9.6 Ab-adduction of hands and RFR by walking with a computer in
a rucksack
Ab-adduction (ABAD) of the hands of a walking man and the broadband radio
frequency radiation of FM broadcasting were measured and correlated. The
broadband instrument (Fig. 11) with a dipole antenna an ad-converter and a
computer were in a rucksack. The test subject was walking back and forth on the
test area with the transducer (Fig. 7) in their hands. Tests were conducted outside
near a small house in Neulamäki, Kuopio and in the EMC laboratory of the
University of Oulu, Oulu.
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3.10 Graphical and statistical analysis
The measurement results recorded by computer were visualised and analysed by
means of Matlab's (TheMatWorks, Inc., Natick, USA) mathematical programs.
Pearson´s correlation coefficients were calculated and the significance values
were interpreted (p < 0.05 = almost significant, p < 0.01 = significant, p < 0.001 =
highly significant). Analyses and conclusions from the results recorded by a graph
recorder were made by visual inspection.
3.11 Theoretical calculations in a model of a man as an antenna
A source of an electromagnetic field is the oscillation of an electric charge in a
dipole. The analysis of the electric RF field is based on delayed potentials. This
can be conducted from Maxwell's equations. From these potentials both the terms
of the near field and those of the far field, as well as the electromagnetic flux,
were calculated.
An electric antenna is characterised by the radiation resistance, directivity and
the capture area. One can theoretically evaluate how power is transmitted between
remote antennas (Voipio 1987). In practice there are many phenomena affecting
wave propagation and scattering: Reflection, refraction, and diffraction,
propagation paths, interference between direct and reflected waves, propagation
and fading due to ionospheric mechanisms, attenuation in weather, radio station
interferences, harmonic generation, intermodulation, interferences from a large
variety of electrical and electronic devices such as light dimmers, microwave
ovens, cable TV noise, phones, computers and so on (Carr 1991).
Near a dipole antenna the energy of the electric field and the electric charge
are simultaneously at maximum levels at the same time (Voipio 1987). The
energy of the magnetic field is at a maximum when the current is at a maximum.
The radiated energy is at maximum when the electric charge is at maximum. Only
a small portion of the radiated energy hits the receiving antenna. We can draw an
equivalent circuit for the radiofrequency transmission (Fig. 13a). The analysis of
the transmission is more convenient, when a corresponding T-circuit is formed
(Fig. 13 b).
The radiation resistances R1 and R2 are placed on the longitudinal branch in
series with the reactive components (X1 and X2). The mutual impedance Z12
becomes so small that it will vanish compared to the impedances,
Z11 = R1 + jX1 and

(1)
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Z22 = R2 + jX2.

(2)

Nearly the whole current I1 will flow through the mutual impedance, and will
cause a voltage,
U12 ≈ Z12I1.

(3)

The maximum power enters the receiving circuit when the load is matched to the
antenna. This means that it must be chosen,
ZL = R2 − jX2.

(4)

I2 ≈ U12/(Z22 + ZL) = I1 Z12/(2R2).

(5)

So the current of the load circuit is,

The radiation resistance R1 is calculated from the power P1 radiated to space,
P1 = R1I12.

(6)

The received power P2 is proportional to the load resistance R2 which is chosen to
be equal to the radiation resistance of the receiving antenna. The received power
can be written by the effective value,
P2 = R2 I22

(7)

Fig. 13. a) The equivalent circuit of the radio frequency transmission. I1 and I2 are
antenna currents, L1 and L2 are inductances, C1 and C2 are capacitances and R1 and R2
are resistances of the antenna. Y12 is the mutual admittance and ZL is the load
impedance of the receiving antenna. b) The equivalent T-circuit of the radio frequency
transmission. I1 and I2 are antenna currents. Z11 is impedance of the transmitting
antenna and Z22 is the impedance of the receiving antenna and ZL is the load
impedance of the receiving antenna. U12 is the voltage over the mutual impedance Z12.
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From these equations the following expression can be written,
P2 = P1 Z122/(4R1R2).

(8)

This can be used to calculate the power transmission, when Z12 is derived from
the data on field generation in the transmitting antenna and on the effects of fields
in receiving antennas.
3.11.1 Power transmission
The receiving antenna can be used as transmitting antenna and vice versa,
because the circuits are connected only by the mutual impedance.
The field strength influences a voltage at the length of a dipole (dl).
Theoretically the strength of the electric field is given in Maxwell's equations.
The maximum value is given in the direction of 90°o and as an absolute value it is
E = Z I1 dl/(2rλ),

(9)

where Z = √(μ/ε) is the wave resistance and λ is the wave length.

dl

E

r

Fig. 14. Transmission of electromagnetic radiation from a dipole source to a receiving
dipole. I1 and I2 are the antenna currents, dl is the length of the dipole, r is the distance
between the transmitter and the receiver and E is the electric field near the receiving
antenna.

The electric field E causes a source voltage in the dipole antenna (Fig. 14)
U12 = Edl = I1 Z(dl)2/(2rλ).

(10)

Comparing this to the equation U12 ≈ Z12I1 we get to the equivalent circuit,
Z12 ≈ Z(dl)2/(2rλ).

(11)

P2 = P1Z122/(4R1R2)

(12)

The received power is,
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P2 = P1Z2(dl)4/(16R1R2r2λ2).

(13)

The radiation resistance is based on the total power radiated by the dipole
R1 = R2 = 2πZ (dl)2/(3 λ2).

(14)

P2 = P19λ2/(64π2r2).

(15)

The received power is

Let the power of a broadcasting 80 MHz VHF station be, for instance, 50 kW.
When transmitted to a distance of 30 km by the electromagnetic wave, the power
received by a half wave dipole is about 10 μW.
3.11.2 Near-field effects
The broadcasted power is described by the power-density S
S = Re {E × H}.

(16)

Near the antenna the intensity of the electric field E and the magnetic field H vary
as a function of the position and there is a phase shift between them. The
equivalent power densities are,
SE = E2/Zo is equivalent power density of the electric field,

(17)

SH = H2Zo is equivalent power density of the magnetic field,

(18)

where E is rms electric field in Volts/metre, H is rms magnetic field in
Ampere/metres and
Zo= 120π or 377 Ohms.

(19)

3.11.3 Practical equations in the far field
Different units used in EMC can be calculated from the basic equations
(Reference data for radio engineers 1979).
The field intensity in Watts/metre in the far field is
P = E2/(120π),

(20)

where E is the electric field in Volts/metre and 120π is the free space impedance
in Ohms.
The received power at the antenna in the far field is given by the derived
equation,
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Pr = APtG/(4πr2),

(21)

where
Pr is the received power at the antenna in Watts,
A the equivalent antenna area in m2,
Pt the transmitted power in Watts,
G the antenna power gain (1.64 times for a half wave dipole) and
r the distance between the transmitter and receiver antennae in metres.
The equivalent antenna area is given by the equation
A = G λ2/(4π),

(22)

where
λ is the wavelength in metres = c/f
c the velocity of electromagnetic waves (3 × 108m/s)
f the frequency in Hz (1/s).
The received power is,
Pr = Pt G2c2/(4πrf)2.

(23)

When the transmitting and the receiving antennas are different, they have their
own power gains. Thus,
Pr = Pt Gt Gr c2/(4πrf)2.

(24)

The directivity D(ur) affects the gain of the transmitting antenna.
D(ur) = 4π W(ur)/Ps = 4 π E(r)2/ ∫ E(r)2dΩ,

(25)

where W(ur) is the power radiated in a space cone Ω to the direction ur and E(r) is
the electric field in the distance of r.
An intermediate substance, for instance water, causes further attenuation.
3.11.4 Formulas of the power density and the electric field simplified
The power-density S is,
S = E2/(2η)=PG/(4πr2),

(26)

where η = √(μ/ε), wave impedance of the material, for space equals to 377 Ω.
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The electric field
E = √(Pt Gtη/2πr2)

(27)

Pt = the transmitted power in Watts
Gt = the gain of the transmitting antenna.
When the transmitted power through a matched dipole (G=1.64) is 50 kW and the
distance is 30 km, the calculated electric field is about 70 mV/m in free space and
the power density is 1 μW/m2.
3.11.5 Detection of the received power
For a thin dipole the induced RF voltage is
Ua = heff Ea,

(28)

where heff is the effective length of the dipole and Ea the electric field parallel to
the dipole.
When the low RF voltage Ua of the antenna is rectified to DC voltage by a
diode, the output voltage is,
Udo = q Ua/(4nkT),

(29)

where
q is the electron charge,
n the ideality coefficient of the diode,
k the Boltzmann's constant and
T temperature in Kelvins.
At low voltages, when Udo is only some millivolts, the function of the diode is
quadratic. At higher values, the DC voltage of the diode is proportional to the
amplitude of the RF voltage and then proportional to the electric field E. After
amplifying the transduced signal should be calibrated in known electric fields of
different frequencies. The power density can be calculated from the equation
S = E2/√(μ/ε) in an intermediary substance, or
S ≈ E2/(377Ω) in air.

(30)
(31)

The capacitance of the dipole affects the effective length and thus the energy
absorption. For a short dipole the capacitance Ca, can be calculated,
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Ca = πεh/(ln(h/a) − 1),

(32)

where ε is permittivity, 2h length of the dipole and 2a thickness of the dipole.
3.11.6 The Specific Absorption Rate (SAR)
Like the permittivity and the thickness of the dipole affects the capacitance of the
dipole antenna, the weight and the length of a person affects the absorption of the
RF-radiation. The absorption into the tissue of the electromagnetic radiation, the
electric field of which is Et (x,y,t), is described by the Specific Absorption Rate
(SAR):
SAR(x,y,z) = dP(x,y,z)/dV [W/m3] = σ / δ E2(x,y,z) [W/kg],

(33)

where
dP(x,y,z) [W] is the power directed at the volume element dV [m3],
E(x,y,z) is the electric field [V/m],
σ is conductivity of the tissue spot [A/(Vm)] and
δ is density of the volume element [kg/ m3].
SAR can be very different in different parts of the body. The greatest SAR occurs
when the electric field of the incident wave is parallel to the length of the body.
For example at a frequency of 80 MHz the SARave is about 0.3 W/kg, when the
power density S is 10 W/m2.
Normalising SAR by the incident power density S yields:
SARn = SAR/S [m2/kg].

(34)

For a man of normal stature, the SARn at the whole body resonance frequency is
about 0.025 m2/kg. When a human being stands on a conductive surface, such as
humid soil, the resonance frequency of the entire body is halved, and the specific
absorption rate SAR is doubled. Even other surfaces reflecting electromagnetic
radiation can increase the absorption as much as 50-fold, when compared with the
effective density of the incoming wave (Jokela 1985).
Table 1 contains some examples on resonance frequencies for the absorption
of electromagnetic radiation, based on the physical sizes of certain parts of the
body. The best length of the antenna in radiofrequency reception is half of the
wavelength of the incoming signal. The experimental whole body resonance
frequency is lower than the resonance frequency for an ideal half wave dipole
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antenna (Kandhi 1980). In principle, all organs which are separated from
surrounding tissue by an interface reflecting the electromagnetic wave can have
an individual resonance frequency for this wave (for instance, thorax, breasts,
heart, kidneys, testicles, uterus, etc.).
Table 1. Resonance frequencies and normalized specific absorption rates for
electromagnetic radiation set up by the dimensions of various parts of the human
body (Jokela 1985).
Organ

Resonance

SARn

Entire body

80 MHz

0.04 m2/kg

Head

350 MHz

0.06 m2/kg

Eye

915 MHz

0.07 m2/kg

Eyelens

2450 MHz

0.05 m2/kg

3.11.7 Man as a receiving antenna
In the far field the power absorbed by the human body as an antenna is,
Pa = SAeff,

(35)

where S is the power density [W/m2] and Aeff is the effective absorption cross
section area. For the whole body the specific absorption rate is
SARave = Pa/m,

(36)

where Pa is power absorbed by the whole body and m is the mass of the whole
body.
At VHF frequencies Aeff can be, because of the whole body resonance, about
10 times greater than in microwaves where it is about a half of the real cross
section area.
The SAR for homogeneous models of the human body, measured by Gandhi
(1980), are presented in Figure 15.
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Fig. 15. Whole-body SAR for homogeneous models of the human body. Incident power
2

density of 1 mW/cm , E-orientation, k ventral to dorsal for numerical calculations
(Gandhi 1980, modified).

The difference between free space and feet touching the ground is obvious,
especially near 70 MHz where the difference is about tenfold. The distribution of
power deposition of a human changes most in the area of the ankle, knee, elbow
and neck (Fig. 16). The depth of penetration of the radio waves into the tissue
diminishes as a function of the frequency. The depth of penetration of the 100
MHz radio waves into the muscle tissue, when 86.5% of incident energy is
transferred to heat, is about 5 cm. Significant penetration into organs near the skin
can only take place if the radiation frequency is below 10 GHz. Thus the effects
of the millimetre band approach those of the infrared band. On the other hand,
even though the penetration of radiation at two through ten GHz is relatively
superficial, the SAR of organs, or parts of them located near the surface, may rise
high since the same effect is obtained in a smaller tissue volume.
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Fig. 16. a) Calculated distribution of power deposition in the resonant region (L/λ =
0.417) of a human under free-space irradiation. The numbers indicated are relative to
2

the whole-body-averaged SAR of (1.75/Lm)1.88W/kg for 10 mW/cm incident fields. Lm
is the major height of the individual in metres, E is the orientation of the electric field
and k is the direction of propagation. b) Distribution with feet in electrical contact with
the ground. The numbers are relative to the whole-body-averaged SAR values of (1,75/
2

Lm) 4.0 W/kg for 10 mW/cm (Gandhi 1980, modified).

The curving of surfaces may concentrate the effect on areas located deep inside
the body. With the entire body in resonance, fivefold peaks have been found in the
calf of the leg, and twofold peaks in the inner abdomen (Jokela 1985). This is
supported by the empirical and theoretical studies of Allen et al. (2005). They
studied whole body exposure in seated human volunteers at 220 MHz.
Mathematical programs have been developed to calculate the RF energy
deposition in the body.
In a human subject standing with bare feet on the ground, exposed to a
vertically polarized 50 MHz field, ground currents were measured 12 mA/(V/m)
(Guy 1987, Foster 2000). Isolated from the ground by 150 MHz and 1V/m field,
the current maximum 7.5 mA was in the middle of the body (Gandhi et al. 1992).
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4

Results

Results of the preliminary tests with students and dowsers, and the experiments
with test subjects in magnetic fields and VHF electromagnetic fields are presented
in this chapter.
4.1

Calculation of the half wave resonance of a human body

Half wavelengths near the whole body resonance were calculated. Common radio
frequencies in Table 2 fit inside the range of human body lengths. The resonance
length of the body changes according to whether the person is sitting, bending
down or standing. The polarization of the incident radiation affects the absorption
of energy, and it is different if the person stands or lies down.
Table 2. Comparison of the frequency and the half wavelength of electromagnetic
radiation in the area of length resonance of a human body. The velocity of the
electromagnetic radiation in calculations in the air was 300 000 km/s. The empirical
whole body resonance length was assumed to equal 1400/fres (Gandhi 1980). Half wave
in tissue at 100, 200 and 300 MHz was calculated by Sepponen (1974). The relative
dielectricity εr = 71 and the conductivity σ = 0.9 for the muscle, and εr = 7.5–5.7 and
σ = 19–107 S/m depending on frequency for the bone were used.
Frequency [MHz]

70

80

90

100

150

200

Half wave In air [cm]

214

187

167

150

100

75

300
50

Whole body Resonance Length [cm]

163

142

127

114

76

57

38

Half wave In muscle [cm]

14

8

6

Half wave In bone [cm]

50

30

20

4.2

Spontaneous hand movements of students

The purpose of the experiment was to find out how many of the test subjects
detected the supposed unidentified radiation and how different individuals could
locate the reaction places. An invited experienced well diviner described the
radiation as existing as narrow reaction lines and he demonstrated searching for
them for the students. The instrument used was the dowser prod amplifying the
extension of the arm (Fig. 5).
The experiment was arranged in a student laboratory at the Snellmania
Building, University of Kuopio, where a rectangular table was placed on the floor
so that it was possible to walk around it. A 60 × 80 cm paper was placed on the
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table, on which the test subjects were requested to mark the detected location of
reaction lines crossing the paper. Because the character of the phenomenon was
not known in the experimental situation, it was assumed that detection took place
when the tip of the antenna met the reaction line and the tip pointed down, i.e., the
extension of the hand occurred.
The lines were marked using thin strips of wood with an approximate length
of one metre, which the test subject was allowed to place and move about at will.
At the end of the experiment the lines were traced on the paper according to how
they had been left by the test subject. A new sheet of paper was put on the table
before the next test subject entered.
During the experiment, observations were made on the intensity of the
reaction; both by an external observer and the test subject him/herself. The
intensity was classified into three groups: no reaction, weak reaction and obvious
reaction.
The result of the observations is shown in Table 3. With eight test subjects, it
was difficult to determine whether the reaction was weak or obvious. This subgroup has been included in the group 'weak reaction' in the table. Thus, 83% of
the test subjects produced some degree of reaction and 39% produced a clear one.
At least one reaction line was reported by 35 subjects. Different subjects found 0
to 4 lines in the test area.
Table 3. Classification of the arm extension reaction intensity of medical students
(n = 54).
N
Females

28

Weak reaction

Clear reaction

n

No reaction
%

n

%

n

%

3

11

15

53

10

36

Males

26

6

23

9

35

11

42

Total

54

9

17

24

44

21

39

Among the test subjects there were also persons who were able to clearly detect
some isolated spots but could not distinguish continuous lines. Figure 17
represents a composite picture of the results of all those who detected lines.
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Fig. 17. Reaction lines defined by the students around a rectangular table in a student
laboratory at the Snellmania Building, University of Kuopio. The lines were traced on a
of 60 x 80 cm piece of paper. Different subjects found 0–4 lines for a total of 83 lines.
The results showed scattering, still to two main groups of 10 to 12 lines were crossing
each other.

The intensity and occurrence of the arm extension reaction was also studied with
the help of another group of 31 students. The experiment was arranged in four
groups during four days and in a different location from the one described above.
The results of the observations are presented in Table 4.
Table 4. Classification of the arm extension reaction intensity of environmental
sciences students (n = 31).
N

No reaction

Weak reaction

Clearreaction

n

%

n

%

n

%
21

Females

24

9

37

10

42

5

Males

7

5

71

0

0

2

29

Total

31

14

45

10

32

7

23
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In this test group, 55% of the subjects produced some reaction and 23% a clear
reaction.
After only a brief period of practice, some of the test subjects were able to
'sense' the location of the supposed radiation line with the help of the instrument.
During the experiment, some interesting further observations were made.
Generally, the instrument leaned forward at the supposed place of radiation. With
some individuals, however, the instrument leaned backwards, i.e., the front end of
the instrument rose on passing the reaction spot. Some test subjects also observed
that when two persons passed close to each other in the corridor, a reaction
occurred. Persons having used the instrument for a longer time reported that the
instrument would lean backwards as "radiation lines" are passed, unless it was
allowed to lean forward.
Furthermore, one test subject reported that a new reaction spot was detected
when the elevator located near the test area was in motion. This pointed to a
possible impact of an electromagnetic field.
It seems that the reaction occurred in both sexes at about the same frequency,
but the weak reactions were more common in females.
4.3

Experiments in a multi-floor building

Experiments were carried out in places that were located precisely above each
other on different floors of a steel concrete, brick-covered, building. The
experiments were conducted on four subsequent floors, on each of which were
two five-metre test tracks at right angles to each other. The tracks ran from
northwest to southeast (NW-SE) and northeast to southwest (NE-SW) (Fig. 18).
The radio mast was about 10 km to the south, and no direct radio waves from
broadcasting were coming into the test place. Signals could only penetrate
through or be reflected by the many walls. The height of each floor was 3.6
metres. The construction of the building was not the same on different floors and
there were laboratories containing different equipment on different floors.
Five test subjects took part in the experiment, all of whom had previously
exhibited an obvious reaction. The assignment was to find the spots at which
response lines crossed the test tracks. At any moment there was only one person
on any one floor. The test subject marked the reaction spots on the floor with tape.
The location of the marks was measured and the marks were removed before the
next subject entered.
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The test results did not unambiguously support the idea that the response
occurred on the same spots on different floors. On the other hand, on individual
floors the result spots of different test subjects located as some kind of periodical
groups, especially in the NE to SW direction.

Fig. 18. The reaction spots of 5 students on test paths, one upon the other on four
floors in the Canthia Building, University of Kuopio.

4.4

Responses of experienced well-diviners

A number (n = 12) of experienced well-diviners took part in experiments studying
the differences between individuals in determining the location of response lines.
At the same time, the hand movements of the test subjects were observed.
In a discussion with the test subjects before the experiment, it was decided to
direct the experiment toward finding what they called global lines or "G lines".
These refer to Hartmann and Curry lines. However, some subjects reported that
they did not notice a difference between the "G response" and the underground
water current response.
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The "G response lines" were sought in a basement corridor on two test
distances of 8 and 10 metres. The most common instrument of detection was a Y
rod of steel wire. The response lines were recorded. In the first experiment, 12
test subjects carried out the measurement, not knowing about the responses of
others.
In the second series, the findings of the first test subject were visible on the
floor. It was then noticed that the crossing lines were many and that different
subjects were unanimous about their location. The results of the two series are
shown in Fig. 19.

Fig. 19. Location of the reaction spots in a corridor. a) Independent findings of 12 test
subjects. b) Findings of the first test subject were visible (the locations of the two test
paths were in the same long corridor but a different place in the Canthia Building,
University of Kuopio.

Fig. 20a shows the responses registered as arm movements of a test subject. The
test subject was a very experienced well diviner. The measurement was made by
means of the instrument represented in Fig. 7. Fig. 20b shows the antenna
responses of the test subject on the basis of radio signals. Both signals were
recorded by a computer and show a structure of lines.
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Fig. 20. Graphic presentation of 13 reaction lines of a dowser with the help of a
computer. a) Hand movements and b) changes in a radio frequency field at the same
time. The radio mast was about 10 km to the south, and the test subject was walking
in the main direction of coming radio waves. The test area (6m x 8m) was near the
Canthia Building, University of Kuopio.

4.5

Magnetic field and the reaction

No sign of reaction was received with the artificial magnetic field experiment.
The natural value of the earth's magnetic field is in the range of 50 μT. Local
fluctuations can be in the range of one microtesla, and temporal fluctuations
during magnetic storms caused by changes in the sun's activity can be several
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hundreds of nanotesla. In a frequency range of one Hz, there is a continuous
fluctuation in the earth's magnetic field as large as several tens of nanotesla.
When measurements are carried out inside buildings, the natural magnetic
field is disturbed by steel structures and various low-frequency currents.
Measurements carried out indoors showed that fluctuations dependent on locality
remained similar when measurements were repeated, unless there were changes in
the structures. The value of a magnetic field can show local fluctuations both
horizontally and vertically. Because of this, a field value measured, for example,
at floor level may be totally different from one measured at shoulder height (Fig.
21).

Fig. 21. Variation of the vertical component of the static magnetic field at different
heights measured from the floor. The locality in the Canthia Building, University of
Kuopio, was the same as in the experiment described in Fig. 19a. The curves have
been measured on lines at distances of 20 cm.

Measurements of the arm movements of dowsers were carried out in two
localities. First, a group of 12 diviners were tested in the same locality where the
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experiments described in Fig. 19a were conducted. Among the test subjects four
people were discovered whose arm movement were clearly visible.
The Partaharju Camping Centre gym was chosen for the follow-up
measurements, where two eight-metre lines were studied. The test subject was
sitting in a pushed cart. The arm movements and the vertical component of the
static magnetic field at a height of 20 cm were simultaneously recorded.
Experienced dowsers (n = 43) took part in the experiment, each of whom were
allowed three attempts. The summary of the results is shown in Table 5a. The
subjective experiences of the dowsers at the reaction places were also recorded in
connection with the experiments in Partaharju. 36 persons answered in writing.
The areas of pain within the body were analysed in Table 5b.
Table 5. (a) Arm

movements

of

43

experienced

diviners

in

a

pushed

cart.

Measurements were carried out in Partaharju in the gym of the camping centre. The
graphs of ab-adduction, three for each test person, were compared to graphs showing
the variation of horizontal components of the magnetic field.
Hand movement

Response

Response %

No reaction cases

12

28

Reaction cases

31

72

Total

43

100

Reaction convergently three successive times

7

19

Reaction correlated with magnetic field

2

5

Table 5 (b) Subjective experiences of 36 dowsers. The subjects were asked how they
felt in a reaction zone. Each number indicates how many times and where the ache,
sensation, fatigue or tension appears in the literal answer of the test subjects.
Part of the body

Head

Neck

Arms

Hands

Aches

4

1

3

1

Shoulder Stomach Back
4

1

Sensations

3

2

7

5

2

1

Fatigue
Tension

1

3

Legs All over the body
6

5

4

4

1

1

2

2

Table 5a shows that the arm movements were visible in 72% of the cases. There
were many groups of reaction types of dowsers. Some correlation in the arm
movement between different individuals was detected. One example is illustrated
in Fig. 22b.
In the experiments it appeared that the arm movement of only two subjects
correlated weakly with the magnetic field, but even in this case a repeatable
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correlation could not be detected. Fig. 22 shows an example of the curves
representing the preliminary experiments and a typical result from the follow-up
experiments. The magnetic field in each figure represent the vertical component
at a height of 20 cm.

Fig. 22. Comparison of the ab-adduction reaction of the test subjects with the
fluctuation in the vertical component of the magnetic field as measured at a height of
20 cm from the floor. a) The arm movements of four different subjects (the top four
curves), the fluctuation in the vertical component of the magnetic field (in the middle)
and the reaction spots of 12 different people (bottom). b) The arm movements of two
test subjects (the top and middle groups) and the vertical component in the magnetic
field (bottom group) repeated three times. The locality is different from a) in the
Canthia Building, University of Kuopio.
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4.6

Ab-adduction of the arms when standing stationary

It was observed during the experiments that when the test subject was standing
directly on a reaction place their arms started to move involuntarily. It was noted
that the reciprocal movement of arms in a free position fluctuated depending on
locality. It was difficult to balance the dowser prod at reaction spots. So far, this
phenomenon has not been observed experimentally when a Y-rod is used.
The reciprocal movement of arms in a free position was registered on an x-t
recorder (Fig. 23). Changing the place caused the greatest change. After stopping,
the arms returned to a position close to that at the beginning.

Fig. 23. Ab-adduction of the arms when the test subject was first standing in a
stationary position and then when moving to another place. The test was conducted in
Partaharju Camping Centre in the gymnasium.
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4.7

EMG and spontaneous hand movements

EMG measurements carried out in three persons; the biceps and frontal muscles
were not observed to react in accordance with the arm movements. In the
trapezius muscle, small changes in the tension level were seen in the places where
the arms reacted with a movement. The clearest changes in the EMG signal were
seen in the forearm muscles (extensor carpi radialis).
The EMG measurements of the forearm muscles gave a suggestive picture of
the significance of muscular tension in connection with the dowsing reaction. For
instance, when studying the muscle causing wrist torsion, the relative rms EMG
readings obtained were approximately 5 μV when the hand holding the rod was at
rest, 15 μV when the rod was dipping involuntarily and 150 μV at full voluntary
contraction. The values are proportions directly comparable with the muscular
force used. When using skin electrodes, the EMG reading also contains the EMG
potential caused by balling up the hand, which in the test subjects is greater than
the EMG potential of the muscle causing wrist torsion. As a rule, test subjects
used a greatly differing amount of force. Some activated their muscles as much as
possible, whereas others held the rod only very lightly.

Fig. 24. The arms EMG signal measured three times in the extensor carpi radialis of a
single person traversing the same test distance and the vertical component of the
magnetic field at a height of 20 cm. The test subject was holding the rod taut in his
hands. The deep V deviation in the EMG curves was produced as the rod was returned
to the starting position after dipping.
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4.8

Radio frequency field and spontaneous hand movements

FM-radio and TV broadcasting signals were the most common and prominent
electromagnetic interferences in the test area. Generally FM-stations use
frequencies from 80 to 110 MHz and frequencies of TV channels from 50 to 800
MHz. In our measurement sites, signals of local FM-stations were most
prominent, and investigations were focused on them because the human body has
resonance frequencies there (Fig 25).

Fig. 25. The measurement of RF electric field from the body of a sitting man in the
EMC laboratory at the University of Oulu reported that his resonance was at 95 MHz
frequency. A generated weak signal was radiated through a logarithmic periodic
antenna and a signal was measured with a spectrum analyser connected to the hand.

4.8.1 Spectrum measurement of reaction spots
Radio spectrum measurements of the pairs of reaction and non-reaction spots
were carried out in the Kaavi test area (Table 6) and on the bottom floor of the
Canthia Building at the University of Kuopio (Table 7) and in the field next to the
Canthia Building (Table 8).
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During the measurements in Kaavi, the signals were, on an average, slightly
stronger at ´veins´ determined by eight dowsers. The existence of these veins was
not exactly verified by other methods but there were water wells nearby. Two test
subjects obtained contradictory results to those of the others. Their signal level
was low at both vein and non-vein spots as compared with the vein spot level of
the other subjects.
Table 6. Radio frequency spectrum measurements at Kaavi; averages of five
successive measurements of three different peak amplitudes at frequencies near 100
MHz. (+/-0.1 dBm).
Test subject

Vein [dBm]

Non-vein

Difference

[dBm]

[dBm]

Field bigger Field same
cases

cases

Field smaller
cases
2

A

-81.1

-83.0

1.9

11

2

B

-79.9

-85.5

5.6

11

1

3

C

-82.5

-83.8

1.3

8

1

6
4

D

-82.5

-85.4

2.9

10

1

E

-83.1

-85.8

2.7

10

0

5

F

-91.0

-89.2

-1.8

4

2

9

G

-86.3

-84.4

-1.9

6

1

8

H

-80.3

-80.9

0.6

8

4

3

Total

-83.3

-84.8

1.5
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12

40

Table 7. Radio frequency measurements at the bottom floor of the Canthia Building of
the University of Kuopio, averages of about 10 successive measurements of peak
amplitude near 100 MHz (+/- 0.1 dBm).
Test subject

Vein [dBm]

Non-vein

Difference

Field bigger

Field same

Field smaller

[dBm]

[dBm]

cases

cases

cases
2

A

-42.0

-45.4

3.4

6

1

E

-42.7

-40.1

-2.8

2

0

7

D

-44.9

-46.8

1.9

4

4

1
2

C

-40.6

-42.0

1.4

5

3

I

-44.0

-44.5

0.5

5

3

2

Total

-42.8

-43.8

1.0

22

11

14
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Table 8. A comparison of the results from radio frequency measurements at the
reaction and non-reaction spots given by 6 dowsers in the open air near the Canthia
Building of the University of Kuopio. Measured by the spectrum analyser (+/- 0.1dBm).
Test subject

Reaction

Non-reaction

Difference

average [dBm]

av.[dBm]

[dBm]

Field bigger Field same
cases

cases

Field smaller
cases

D

-28.9

-33.1

4.2

7

1

2

A

-29.0

-29.2

0.2

4

1

5

E

-31.2

-30.5

-0.7

4

0

6

I

-30.0

-31.7

1.7

6

1

3

I

-27.7

-30.1

2.4

7

0

3

C

-28.9

-30.1

1.2

4

1

5

Total

-29.4

-30.4

1.0

32

4
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The measurements at Kuopio produced similar results as those from Kaavi.
Furthermore, one test subject used a different method in the measurements at
Kuopio, in that he searched for both the vein and the non-vein spots by thinking
about the spot when searching. The rod dipped at both spots in the same way.
With the other test subjects, the rod only dipped at vein spots.
The results obtained at Kaavi were clearer in that the differences between
vein and non-vein spots were larger, in spite of the fact that the level of the radio
signal measured at Kaavi was about 50 dBm lower than at Kuopio. This could be
caused by the higher disturbance signal level in a large population centre or the
complicated reflections of the radio waves by the buildings. One factor could be
formed by local changes in soil conductivity influencing the antenna properties of
a human being as a receiver of natural or technical RF radiation. The changes in
soil conductivity are affected by, among other things, soil humidity, especially by
the degree of saturation. This brings us back to traditional well-divining.
4.8.2 Arm movements and the radio signal
The changing of the antenna properties of the test subject due to arm movements
was studied by measuring the value of the voltage signal obtained from the radio
while the test subject moved his arms from one extreme to another. The arm
movement influenced the radio signal directly at some spots. However, the
comparison of radio signals and arm movement signals measured simultaneously
showed that even a strong arm movement signal did not cause as large a change
in the radio signal to explain the correlations obtained in the experiment. On the
other hand, the results showed that there were similar changes in the radio signal
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even when the test subjects’ arms did not move at all during the experiment.
Movement of other persons near the test subject changed the radio signal more or
less because of the reflection, absorption or shadowing of the radio waves.
4.8.3 Experiments in a towed cart
Experiments in the laboratory
Results of experiments in laboratory are presented in Fig. 26. Men were sitting in
the slowly pulled cart and their hand movements and the intensity of the most
prominent FM radio signal were registered.

Fig. 26. The arm movements of two test subjects (a) and (b) and the FM radio signal (c)
measured simultaneously over a line of approx. 30 metres long in a towed cart in a
second-floor laboratory corridor in the Canthia-Building of the University of Kuopio
from North-East to South-West.
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Hand movements and radio field in open air
In years 1990, 1991 and 1992 measurements were made in the towed cart in
Partaharju. The frame of the cart was changed to steel. The measurements were
made in the open air. The testing place in 1990 and 1991 was close the main
building. The runs were taken towards the building at an angle of about 70
degrees. A horizontal dipole and tuned receiver were used for RF measurements
(Fig. 27). In 1990 there were 16 test subjects and 18 runs were taken. 36 graphs of
hand movements were recorded. In 1991, 11 test persons and 19 graphs of hand
movements were taken. There were correlations with the radio signal as presented
in Table 9. The correlation between hand movements and the surrounding radio
frequency field appeared.

Fig. 27. One example of measurements in the towed cart in the Partaharju Camping
Centre: The upper curve represents movement of the Y-rod and the lower curve
represents the intensity of the most prominent channel of VHF broadcasting. The runs
were taken towards the building at an angle of about 70 degrees. A horizontal dipole
and tuned receiver was used for RF measurements

Experiments in 1992 were conducted on the open sports field in Partaharju.
Twelve dowsers were tested. The hand movements of each of the test subjects
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were recorded in five parallel runs in an area of 2×10 metres. The RF field
intensity variations were measured by the vertical dipole and broadband meter.
Results are illustrated in Fig. 28. The correlation was not as clear as in
measurements near the building.
Table 9. Visual correlations between hand movements of dowsers and the radio
frequency field. Results of experiments in the towed cart in Partaharju 1990 and 1991.
Correlation:

1990

1991

No

10

2

Weak

15

12

Clear

11

5

Cases total:

36

19

80

Fig. 28. Hand movements of 12 dowsers (a). Measurements were conducted on an
open sports field in Partaharju Camping Centre in an area of 2x10 square metres. The
test subject was sitting in a pulled cart. RF field intensity variations (b), respectively.
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4.8.4 Hand movement reaction in a moving car
The occurrence of the hand movement reaction was studied in a car travelling at a
speed of 80 km/h. Two persons were sitting one behind the other in the car with a
visual obstruction between them. The arm movements of both test subjects were
simultaneously registered by a computer. At the same time, the amplitude of the
RF signal of the local FM tower at a frequency of about 100 MHz was measured
and compared with the arm movements.
For the purposes of studying the occurrence of the reaction in the car, spots
were selected where the reaction would occur as clearly as possible. A car was
driven from Kuopio to Tervo with a dowser sitting next to the driver holding a
metal rod. At the by-pass at Karttula Center, a clear reaction area was noticed.
This was selected as a test area. First the experiments were carried out, and only
afterwards was the magnetic field prevalent in the area studied.
Aerial measurement charts showed that there was a magnetic anomaly clearly
deviant from the surroundings. The total field in the centre of the area was about
50.800 nT, whereas the field in the vicinity fluctuated from 51.200 to 51.800 nT.
Four experienced dowsers took part in the experiment. They were paired off
two by two. In all, twelve test runs were made, of which six were aimed towards
Tervo and six towards Kuopio. The runs in opposite directions mainly fell within
the same areas. The first pair used the Y- rod arrangement shown in Fig. 6 in all
four runs. The second pair used the same arrangement in the four first runs and
the arrangement for measurement of free ab-adduction of the arms, shown in Fig.
7, in the four final runs.
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Fig. 29. Ordnance survey map of the Karttula area (a) and the total magnetic field in
the area (b), together with the real and imaginary components of the electric field (c)
and (d) measured in low flight (by Geological Research Centre of Finland).

The reaction spots obtained by the different persons partly concurred. The
reactions seemed to correlate with the radio signal, but on the frequency band
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used, there would seem to be more potential reaction spots than are shown by the
reactions of the test subjects.
The experiment and results are described in the original publication (Paper
III). The best single correlation between the reactions of two test subjects in the
Karttula experiments was r = 0.6, when the time lag between the runs was 17
measurement periods (Paper III, Fig.3). The time difference at the maximum
correlation between the two runs was about 5 seconds. This is explained primarily
by the fact that one of the test subjects clearly responded more slowly and secondly, the starting speed of the car was lower in the beginning of the first run,
which has been verified from the radio signal curves. In the lower curve in the
figure there are also two fewer reaction peaks than in the upper curve. The other
seven reaction peaks coincided well. The fluctuation in the distances between
reaction peaks also correlated well, which is also showed by the shape of the
correlation function curve.
Swift level changes were clearly distinguishable in the radio signal. The basic
shape of the curve was maintained during the test distance. The size of the smaller
peaks in relation to the adjacent peaks varied, however, markedly. When all
reaction maximums of the test subjects were collected together on same scale it
was found that they focused on the same positions where the filtered radio signals
had maximums (Paper III, Fig. 7).
4.8.5 Ab-adduction in a standing wave
The test was performed in a reflection of an 87–108 MHz FM radio and 190 MHz
TV broadcast signal group in Karttula. The total field intensity mainly consisted
of four VHF signals and a group of HF signals of about 20 MHz (Fig. 30). The
reflection occurred perpendicular to the wall of a low brick building. The distance
to the nearest VHF broad-cast sending antenna was about 30 km. A test subject
was standing on the test path and the distance from hand to hand was measured in
centimetres. The distance was read by the test subject on the metric rod in his/her
hands. Measurements were made along a 20-metre path perpendicular to the wall
of the building at every half metre. The VHF field strength was measured by the
horizontal dipole antenna on the same places three times afterwards. The results
are on seen in Fig. 34. The hand movements of the first test person correlated
clearly with the near 90 MHz standing wave group. The maximum reaction
occurred at the antinodes of the standing wave. The correlation of the second
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person was smaller at 90 MHz, but it looked as if the subject had also reacted to
an antinode of a longer wave of about 20 MHz.
Radio frequency spectrum change
Over the course of evolution living organisms have adapted to natural RF
radiation. It is seen in the spectrum as low noise. The man-made peaks in the
spectrum are sign of the times. (Figs. 30, 31, 32, 33). A big change was the
digitalization of TV transmissions. The analog TV signal near 200 MHz is now
missing (Fig. 32). The number of FM radio channels is multiplied in 20 years
(Fig. 33).

Fig. 30. Radio frequency spectrum at the test path in Karttula. The most prominent
signals in year 1990 were the group of four broadcast signals at a distance of about 30
km from the 50 kW VHF broadcasting transmitter in Vehmasmäki, Kuopio. These are
seen in the middle of the figure.
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Fig. 31. The spectrum 80–960 MHz measured in year 2005. a) Radio frequency
spectrum from 80 MHz to 960 Hz measured in Kuopio Neulamäki by a horizontal 1.5 m
dipole antenna. Most prominent are the FM broadcasting signal channels at the
beginning of this graph, bands of 88 to 108 MHz, and second the TV channels near 200
MHz’s. The Global Mobile System (GSM) signals are at the end of the graph.
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Fig. 32. The spectrum in 2011 measured with the 1.5 m dipole (6 years later) in same
place as in Fig. 31. The analog TV signals near 200 MHz are now missing.

Fig. 33. Human antenna (the FM-radio spectrum on the thigh). The spectrum recorded
directly from the human skin in a home in Kuopio Neulamäki. The input of the
analyser was connected to the thigh of a standing man.
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Fig. 34. Ab-adduction of the hands of the test subject (dashed line) and the VHF total
field intensity in the standing wave, measured on three different days (solid lines). The
far field broadcast radiation partly penetrated and partly reflected perpendicularly
from a brick wall (left). Thus, the reflected signals were weaker than the incoming
signals. The test subject detected every second maximum of the standing waves
better. The experimental area was in Karttula at a distance of about 30 km from a 50
kW FM radio transmitter sending four channels.

4.8.6 A simple method for verification
Seven persons were tested on a test path between two houses in Koivuranta
Holiday and Course Centre, Kuopio (Fig. 35). The houses were located close to
each other, and were about 5 km from the VHF broadcasting antenna in Kuopio.
Four FM channels were transmitted at 50 kW each. At the site was a row of
houses spaced nine metres apart from each other. The wave passed the first house
and reflected off the wall of the second house, forming standing waves between
the houses. The incident wave and the reflected wave interfered and formed a
standing wave. The angle of incident wave was such that the first house formed a
shadow at the first end of the test path between the houses. One test subject at a
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time was present in the test. He or she was asked to locate all the clear maxima of
the radiation on the test path. All dowsers used a forked rod, and some also
employed a pendulum to verify their results. Sites identified as maxima were
marked with a small piece of white cardboard. The places were measured and
registered, and all marks were removed before the next test person appeared.

Fig. 35. Test line between two houses in the Koivuranta Holiday and Course Centre,
Kuopio. Radio waves from the mast in Vehmasmäki reflected from the wall and formed
standing waves between the houses.
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Fig. 36. Seven test subjects found the reaction spots on a path between the two
houses (test numbers 1–7 in the upper figure). The shadowing wall is at the left and
the reflecting wall is at the right. The RF-radiation maximums were measured two
times (test numbers 8 and 9) with the broad band VHF intensity meter. The testing
place was in Koivuranta Holiday and Course Centre, Kuopio.

Fig. 37. The relative RF intensity was measured at locations of every 20 cm.
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When all participants were tested, the RF-radiation was measured with the broad
band VHF intensity meter. The intensity maxima of the RF field were located
with the instrument by two different persons (Fig. 36). The dipole antenna of the
instrument was in horizontal polarization and the height was one metre. In
addition, the relative intensity of the RF field was measured every 20 cm on the
test path (Fig. 37).

Fig. 38. The reaction places of two persons using a Y-rod (upper row of dots)
compared to the RFR maximums positioned with the digital broad band meter by two
nd

different persons (2

row of upper dots), and the intensity of the RFR (graph).

Reaction places of seven persons (lower group of dots) compared to RFR intensity
(curve). The testing place was in Koivuranta Holiday and Course Centre, Kuopio

Near the wall where the wave was reflected, the reactions of the test subjects
occurred very close to each other and also near the maxima as measured by the
RF instrument and the top of the standing wave (Fig. 38). At the beginning of the
test path the radiation intensity was very low, and the test subject’s reaction sites
did not coincide with the maxima located by the broad band RF instrument. When
the spectrum was measured every 20 cm it was noticed that the reactions
coincided better with the signals of analog TV near 200 MHz (Fig. 39).
It can be concluded that all persons from the test group were sensitive to the
VHF analog TV radiation. The reaction became random in very weak fields. This
is the first, precisely described, easy method for verifying the physical origin of
the dowsing reflex.
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This experiment was discussed in the original papers. Papers II and IV
describe that reported Curry and Hartmann lines may be explained by standing
radio waves. Paper V presents a statistically significant result that humans sensed
the standing waves of video and voice signals of analog TV.
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Fig. 39. Analysing results of test subjects in standing waves of TV signals measured in
Koivuranta Holiday and Course Centre, Kuopio. The result points located near the
maximums of the 189 MHz or 195 MHz TV signals (P < .001).

4.8.7 Ground radar measurements
The susceptibility of soil, or its capacity to become magnetized, is small. The
influence of soil susceptibility on the progress of radio waves is small compared
to the dielectricity of soil. Since the relative permittivity of water is 81 and that of
dry soil is about 4, water content determines the speed of wave propagation.
In rough stratified soils the ground water level is a clearly visible boundary.
The quality of the soil can often be determined from the texture of the ground
radar profile. When there is ground water in the soil, and the underlying bedrock
is solid, there is a good contrast. It is difficult to distinguish the bedrock face if
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the soil above it is dry or the bedrock surface is eroded. This is because the
relative permittivity of the soil and bedrock is similar. Damp zones containing
plenty of clay effectively obstruct the progress of the radar wave. Below the
ground water, the progress of the radar wave is determined by the conductivity of
the ground water.
Radio waves are reflected at the conductivity boundaries of the soil. The
boundary limits of underground water layers can also act as such reflection spots.
The reflections can occasionally cause some kind of effect concentrations above
ground.
The results of the ground radar investigation were compared with the
measured radio signals and reaction spots obtained by the test subjects on the
Karttula test path in Fig. 39 and on a test path in Kuopio in Fig. 40. It appeared as
though there were more reaction spots in the dark areas of the radar chart, and the
radio signal went down and was more variable in these areas. The phenomenon
was not very distinct, and it was difficult to draw definite conclusions on the basis
of these results. The radar charts showed stratified variations of the ground and
possible surface of the water across both test areas.
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Fig. 40. Ground penetrating radar measurement at the Karttula test path towards
Kuopio (shallow sounding) compared to the VHF radio signal measured in the moving
van (see Fig. 29 and Paper III, Fig. 5.).
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Fig. 41. Ground penetrating radar measurement in the Kuopio test area near the
Melania Building University of Kuopio (to the west). Comparison with the reaction
spots found by five experienced dowsers moving on foot (A). The wavy variations
near the ground surface (B) tell about differences in the electric properties of the
ground, possibly about moisture variations.

4.8.8 Results by computer in a rucksack
Ab-adduction (ABAD) of the hands of a walking man was studied when the
instrumentation was carried with him. Hand movements and the relative intensity
of the broad band RFR were recorded by the computer, which was held with the
RF meter in a rucksack worn by the test subject. The test area for this experiment
was close to a small house in Kuopio10 km from a 50 kW radio tower in
Vehmasmäki. The direction of walking was away from the tower, towards the
house. The optimal place for evidential experiments was close to a building,
where the VHF modulated radiation was reflected by a wall, and a clear standing
wave or multipath propagation pattern was formed. This is a very important
observation for the verification of this study. Hand movements correlated to the
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radio frequency radiation (RFR) of FM broadcasting (r = 0.77, p < 0.001) (Figs
42, 43).
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Fig. 42. Ab-adduction (ABAD) of the hands of a walking man and the radio frequency
radiation (RFR) of FM broadcasting signals. The place was near a small house in
Neulamäki, Kuopio.
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Fig. 43. Ab-adduction (ABAD) of the hands of a walking man correlated to the radio
frequency radiation (RFR) of FM broadcasting (r = 0.77, p < 0.001). The test area for
this experiment was in Neulamäki about 10 km from a 50 kW radio tower in
Vehmasmäki, Kuopio. The optimal place for evidential experiments was close to a
small house, where the VHF modulated radiation was reflected by a wall, and a clear
standing wave or multipath propagation pattern was formed. This is a very important
observation for the verification of this study.

4.8.9 Results in the EMC laboratory
Ab-adduction (ABAD) of the hands of a walking man was also studied in the
EMC laboratory of the University of Oulu. Hand movements continued to occur,
but now the correlation to the low RFR intensity was small (Fig. 44). The crossshaped form of data points in the graph may indicate that the main RFR is coming
from opposite directions at different parts of the test path and thus the waves meet
at times on the other side of the body causing opposite hand movements.
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Fig. 44. The correlation was weaker when measurements were made in very low RFR
in the EMC-laboratory of the University of Oulu (upper figure by horizontal antenna
r = -0.26, and lower figure by vertical antenna, r = -0.36).
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4.8.10 Forms of RF field gradients
The relative intensity variations of the broadband radio field were visualised by
using computer graphics (Fig. 45) and the local intensity deviation of the standing
waves of four different FM radio channels were measured by the spectrum
analyser (Fig. 46).

Fig. 45. The gradients of a broad band VHF field measured on the areas of 10x10 and
2

2x10m . The relative intensity in the upper graphic (a) was measure near the Melania
Building of the University of Kuopio, and the lower one (b) was measured in an open
field near a high voltage line of 400 kV.
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Fig. 46. Position of the standing waves on the same test path at different frequencies
of FM radio signals of 90, 92, 96, and 98 MHz, measured in Karttula in a living room by
the spectrum analyser. The antenna was oriented horizontally on the middle part of
the body (upper figure), and the antenna was oriented horizontally at the head level of
the person measuring the signals (lower figure). The maximum field intensity was
about 1 mV/m.
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The height from the ground affects the signal intensity and the positions of the
intensity maximums. When repeatedly measuring the intensity of the same FM
frequency at the same height, the standing waves were in the same places (Fig.
47). The frequency modulation caused only a slight variation in the position of the
maximum of the field intensity graph near the reflecting object. The frequency of
the carrier wave determines the positions of the standing wave maximums. The
broad band measurement gives a signal relative to the sum of the intensities of the
different FM signals (Fig. 48).

Fig. 47. Three repetitions of the intensity measurement of an FM broadcasting signal
at different positions on a test path.
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Fig. 48. Positional summing of standing waves of different frequencies measured in a
living room in Karttula.

The absorbed power of the human antenna related to distance and the wavelength
can be approximately calculated from the equation (15) of the received power Pr
(Fig. 49). The received power of some microwatts indicates that the reactions of
the test subject could not be thermal effects. The real intensity in the area of
interest also depends on the shape of the antenna radiation pattern, topographic
conditions, weather, the sun’s activity and other environmental conditions.
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Fig. 49. Calculated received power as function of the wavelength at the distance of 30
km when the transmitted power is 50 kW.
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5

Discussion

We live in a complex electromagnetic field due to recently increased wireless
communication. The dimensions and other physical factors of an object, its parts
and its environment affect the extent of its energy absorption in a radio frequency
field. Theoretically, the optimal length of a thin antenna in radio-frequency
reception is nearly half of the wavelength of the incoming radio wave. A human
subject can also act as an antenna. The experimental maximum whole body
resonance frequency is lower than the resonance frequency for an ideal half wave
dipole antenna (Gandhi 1980). The whole body absorption maximum of an adult
man occurs at the frequencies of about 70 MHz. Thus, the whole body resonance
length of a human at the frequencies of 80 to 108 MHz applied to FM
broadcasting is about 1.1 to 1.5 metres, which is close to the length of a child.
5.1

Evidence and attitudes

The response dots of the most sensitive students in the present experiments in a
multi-floor building formed scattered groupings. The distances of groups are
suitable for influence of RF field variations. The distance between reaction lines
of the dowsers also suits the half wavelength of local broadcasting signals.
Graphical representations in other experiments also gave a distance between
reaction maximums of about 1.5 metres, which indicates a distance between two
maxima of a standing wave at a frequency of 100 MHz. Similar groupings also
existed in results produced by Chadvick and Jensen (1971), and also in the results
of experiments by Kari-Koskinen et al. (1985). By inspecting the presented
results by Kari-Koskinen et al. we found one path (Lmaa 2) where the graphs of
summarized results by car and on foot correlated significantly (p < 0.001). There
were, however, also two test areas with low correlation and one place where no
significant correlation was seen and in summary, the authors interpreted the
results as negative. Possibly the distance from FM transmitters, direction of the
path, compared to the direction of the prominent incident RF wave and surrounding buildings, affected the response.
Without knowledge about RF electromagnetics on the part of investigators it
is somewhat understandable that an attitude exists to deny human effects. Due to
the general lack of understanding of RF electromagnetics on the part of the
general public, their denial of possible effects on human health is understandable.
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5.2

Common effects in young students

In experiments with students the arm extension-flexion response occurred in more
than half of the tested student population. The results suggest that as many as
80% of human beings could exhibit the reaction after practice. Tromp (1949)
presented similar estimates. Weak reactions were more common in female
subjects possibly because of their weaker muscular force. Fat cover on muscles
may have an effect because high frequency currents tend to flow near the skin.
Some degree of reaction occurred in 83% of medical students and in 55% of the
other students. The medical students were all members of the same class. The area
of the experiment for medical students was on the second floor and for other
students on the ground floor of the main building of the university, where the RF
radiation and the appearance of the reaction were lower probably due to radiation
absorption in the brick and steel concrete in the framework of the walls.
Reaction lines defined by the students around a rectangular table showed
scattering but for two main groups of 10 to 12 lines crossing each other were
formed. There was possible psychological bias because of the form of the
rectangular table. It would have been better if the table and the paper were round.
Anyway, the short test provided new information concerning the sensitivity of
people. Most of the young test subjects really did feel the reaction on the first
time.
For a high number of test subjects the spontaneous arm extension movement
reaction was very clear. This refers to reactions of the antagonist muscles; triceps
and biceps brachii. It is, however, possible that an 'expectation of the reaction' had
an influence in some cases where the reaction spot was defined. A person may
have a preconceived notion of where the reaction spot was located or of the
distance between spots, so that he/she prepares in some way for the occurrence of
the reaction.
5.3

Reaction to FM broadcasting signals

The measurements recorded by the spectrum analyser showed that signals of VHF
broadcasting caused the most powerful electromagnetic interferences at our rural
experiment sites. The correlations of hand movements to the broadcasting radio
signal were significant. The radio signal appeared thus to be a strong contributor
in the reaction. This agrees with conclusions by Maby and Franklin (1939). Some
persons appeared to be highly sensitive. It seemed that these test persons could, as
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a result of practice, locate the radio field very accurately and sense even small
variations in the field intensity. This was confirmed by the comparison of the
curves of the hand movements and the radio fields. The arm movement
maximums mainly corresponded to the peaks or gradients of the radio and TV
signal.
A narrow-band tuneable radio receiver set, a broadband detector and a
spectrum analyser were used in the experiments. Although experiments with the
spectrum analyser seemed to show that the field intensity levels also changed
proportionally in the near vicinity of the 100 MHz frequency measured, marked
deviations in the field intensity occur at different frequency ranges. Different
channels of FM broadcasting had their own local intensity variations of standing
waves. This makes the task of getting repeatable results really difficult in an open
area.
Broad band VHF measurements showed clear intensity variation in the field,
which is well-suited to the observed character of the dowsing reaction described
in earlier studies (Chadwick and Jensen 1971, Kari-Koskinen et al. 1985, König
and Betz 1989). This can also be produced artificially. Harvalik (1978) reported
that dowsers reacted to very low power radiation from a high frequency generator.
The reaction did not clearly appear in our preliminary laboratory tests in nearfield irradiation of dowsers with a low power RF-source. Possibly, a certain
frequency/power/modulation combination in the VHF band, or a random-like low
frequency amplitude modulation or frequency modulation, or interferences in the
far field are needed to initiate a clear reaction in the body. This interesting
question requires more technical investigations in a suitable environment and by
proper means.
Moreover, in this frequency band, natural background noise far from
broadcasting transmitters in rural areas is only about 10 to 30 dB below the mean
electromagnetic radiation caused by humans. It is also possible that the
occurrence of the reaction has increased with the increase of man-made
electromagnetic disturbance.
5.4

Arm movements in standing waves

The reaction of sensitive subjects occurred mainly at the peak of the radio
frequency standing wave or at a rising gradient of the field intensity. The abadduction measurements of the arms showed that the reaction could also
continuously change. This also explains why the differences of reaction and non107

reaction spots in the spectrum analyser measurements were not very clear. In the
moving car the reaction could occur as early as at the start of the gradient so that
the field may even obtain a higher value at a non-reaction spot. The reaction can
also occur twice in a large gradient, or two or more small gradients can be
integrated into one reaction sequence.
The biological detection mechanism of radio frequency perception in the
body is most probably as adaptable as other senses. The reaction appeared to
occur in an almost similar manner in a weak field of <1 mV/m far away from
transmitters as it did in strong fields near FM broadcasting transmitter stations. It
could also be that the dowsers are more sensitive to some specific natural narrow
bands of radio frequency noise.
5.5

Static magnetic field caused no reaction

The correlation of the reaction to the static magnetic field studied was not
significant. No connection between static or low frequency magnetic field and
arm movements was found in the artificial magnetic field tests. However, if
magnetic objects or powerful permanent magnets were moved about in the
vicinity of a test subject unknown to him/her, it caused no reaction. This is
contradictory to the conclusions of, e.g., Rocard (1964, 1981), Harvalik (1970,
1978) and Chadwick and Jensen (1971). They reported a connection of the
dowsing reaction and magnetic fields. These scientists have given widely
divergent magnetic field values for the occurrence of the reaction when using
their different methods. Clusters of the results of Chadwick and Jensen (1971)
showed that the cause for the reaction could be better explained by VHF
electromagnetic waves than by the static magnetic field. The present results
suggest that the static or slowly variable weak magnetic field alone cause no
reaction.
In the laboratory, some magnetic field and radio field measurements
correlated along the same test lines. This phenomenon can be explained as
follows: the conductive steel used in the building influences not only the
inducement of a magnetic field but also the radio frequency field. There are
differences between these two fields because the magnetic field is particularly
influenced by, for instance, the magnetizing direction of the concrete
reinforcement, that is, the magnetic polarity of iron. This has no appreciable influence on the radio frequency field. This could explain the weak connection
previously obtained between the magnetic field and the dowsing reaction in
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indoor measurements. In outdoor measurements the variations in the magnetic
field are very small, and no clear correlation with the reaction was observed. In
radio field measurements the variations were clearer even out of doors because of
changes in the soil conductivity and permeability due to soil dampness and other
such factors as interferences due to multipath propagation. Theoretically, the
properties of the conductive earth affect the dipole antenna constituted by a
standing man as a monopole and his mirror image antenna underground as a
second pole.
The shape of the field preceding the reaction spot seemed to also influence
the distinctness of the reaction. If there was only a small fluctuation or the field
intensity was steadily decreasing, the reaction was obtained even at the smallest
increase in field intensity. The sensitivity of the body seemed to increase in lower
field variations. The shadows of walls and objects, and even a test subject’s body
are remarkable. The direction of walking determines what part of the body first
meets the field gradient.
5.6

Reflecting FM radio signals – easy to verify

The best place for evidential experiments was close to a reflecting screen (Paper
I) or a building (Papers IV and V), where the frequency modulated VHF radiation
was reflected by a wall, and a clear standing wave pattern was formed. This is a
very important observation for the verification of this study. Each frequency
channel has its own standing wave. Today there are tens of hot channels open 24
hours in a single FM sending mast. Near a reflecting object the waves which have
nearly the same wavelength interfere forming a clear summing pattern which
decays when going away from the reflecting object.
The experiments brought forth several observations which showed that some
sensitive people would find a network of reaction lines, and what was more
interesting was that they were unaware that other people had found such grid-like
structures. Curry (see Bird 1979) and Hartmann (1982) presented that this
radiation existed as lines forming a network. Possibly in their experiments they
found the structure of standing waves constructed by interferences of local HF or
VHF transmitters, which were dominating manmade electromagnetic radiation
before mobile phones.
The rod turns mainly because of pronation of the wrist. Usually, when the
wrist turns inwards, the rod bends down. The force of the rod's bending
experienced by many test subjects is due to the fact that the turning of the wrist
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occurs unconsciously. On the other hand, test subjects consciously try to ball up
their hand in order to prevent the bending of the rod, which is an unavoidable
result of the turning of the wrist. Because the rod is thin, it is difficult to prevent it
from rotating in the hand when held tight with the fingers. (This is probably the
reason behind the stories of how the bark of a willow twig used as a rod can
become loose as a result of its forceful turning.)
The movement of the rod amplifies tension changes in the arm muscles, no
matter what the cause of the muscular contraction is. Possible mechanisms could
be the direct influence of the electromagnetic field on the muscles or nerves,
voluntary muscle contraction, ideomotoric contraction, contraction as a result of
body or limb movement, or other changes in muscular tension caused by factors
in or outside the body. A Y-shaped rod is not the best possible indicator in the
sense that for some test subjects it dips very suddenly after a certain level of
tension is reached. After that the rod can again be straightened and a new 'zero'
situation is created in spite of a different surrounding field. Moreover, when the
rod is constantly held taut, fatigue builds up in the arms, which may cause a
modification of the reaction. This is visible in some results in the tests by car, in
which the basic level of the signal of hand movements decreased steadily when
the same test path was covered in both directions.
5.7

Reaction in moving car

In the tests with a pulled cart and driving car, usually after a test subject had
obtained a reaction, there was an inert period during which a new reaction may
not occur. It seems that the detection mechanism needs a short recovery time after
a reaction.
The experiments in the fast driving car gave a new evidence of spontaneous
hand movements correlating to RFR and place. In three car runs there was a
technical problem with one of the rods and there was no acceptable signal. In the
first run, one of the test persons was mentally not ready to work, and he started in
the second run just when he noticed a sign demarking a ground water area. This is
an example of the presence of the psychological component.
If we assume that the rod movement influenced the radio signal directly, it
should be immediately visible in the radio signal and thus also in the middle of
the correlation function, as a peak with zero lag. However, no such peak was
visible in the correlation function.
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It is necessary to separate from the dowsing reaction the automatic torsion of
the wrist which occurs when the arm extensors are active. In other words, when
one straightens arms in front of the body, the rod bends. This occurs irrespective
of locality and can cause errors of observation.
Some persons exhibited the reaction at their first effort, whereas others
obtained it only after practice. It is possible that persons who have to try longer
have learned to indicate the reaction by an indirect reaction of some other internal
sensations. The test persons could probably be divided into two groups: those
who allow their body to tell them the reaction spot without concentrating their
thoughts on it, and those who concentrate their thoughts on the object of their
search and thus hope to find it.
5.8

Additive pulses to nerve signals?

It seemed as if the RF radiation would give additive pulses to the firing of the
nerve, and a positive bias for the reaction was needed. It is easier to understand
the different opinions concerning the dowsing phenomenon by assuming that the
reaction is a two component vector consisting of a real part (physical
phenomenon) and an imaginary part (bias for the reaction created by thoughts). It
is possible that reactions of all dowsers exhibit both of these forms in different
proportions.
It is possible that there are even more unambiguous indicators for the reaction
in the human body. For instance, the strong muscles in the thigh can react in a
field. When the reaction is very clear the test subject can sense it in his/her chest
as a slight spontaneous inhalation. The reaction itself will occur even when the
test subject is holding his/her breath.
There have also been cases where the test subject reported a feeling that their
body involuntarily strives to fall backwards at a reaction spot. This could be
caused by a reaction in the calf muscles. Rockard (1981) has described a
corresponding phenomenon in magnetic field experiments, in which the body of
the test subject inclined forward when the intensity of the magnetic field
increased. In the present series of studies it was found that the reaction is not
caused by the variations of the static magnetic field. It is possible that a source of
radio frequency radiation caused a disturbance in Rockard's magnetometer.
When observing the dowsers walking in test situations it sometimes appeared
that the speed of walking could, in some cases, be connected with the rod
bending. However, the reaction also occurred when the test subject was sitting in
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a moving cart, so walking is not necessary for the reaction to occur. This does not,
however, exclude the effect of induction of movement. A conducting object
causes an electric field when moving in a magnetic field. Walking speed and
rhythm change when searching for reaction spots on foot. The opposite can also
be the case, i.e., that the finding of the reaction spots affects the rhythm of the test
subject’s walking.
5.9

People are different

Differences between reactions of different people were observed, but there was
also surprising consistency between some trial persons in different runs. Possible
explanations for changes of dowsing reaction locations is that people have
differences in their body dimensions, sensitivity, ability to concentrate on the task,
and they experience the reaction at different levels of field intensity. The field
intensity is changing in all three dimensions.
The test subjects reported aches mainly in the head, arms, hands, shoulders
and legs. Ten of 36 subjects told that they had aches all over their body at the
reaction places. Some of the experienced dowsers were wounded in the war, and
they told that they had pains in the injured parts of the body when they were in a
reaction place. The headache could indicate that RFR affects blood brain barriers
(BBB) which could release Ca2+ from the brain to the smooth muscles of blood
vessels causing a contraction and activation of pain receptors.
It remains to be determined whether the following topics are worth a deeper
study: methods to study individual sensitivity, whether sensitivity has a genetic
origin, whether locality from the FM broadcasting transmitters influences the
health of humans, and whether changes in the state of human health results from
small interferences in a high frequency electromagnetic field. For instance, in the
broad band electromagnetic field in the human environment, marked changes can
be observed because of interferences of numerous VHF channels and their multiway propagation. When a human being moves in the field or when the field is
altered, changes occur in electric voltages and currents induced in the body.
Continuous adaptation of human endocrinous and physiologic systems to these
changes could cause involuntary muscular tensions and lead to pain.
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5.10 Safety problems
In environmental epidemiological studies it will be important to take into account
the possible influence of weak radio frequency variations on health. Since the
reaction caused marked involuntary arm movements in some test subjects, it is
worth finding out whether it is significant in regard to road traffic safety, and
especially the education of fighter pilots.
The electric conductivity of muscle is higher than the conductivity of bone.
Reflecting surfaces are formed on the bone-muscle border. The energy absorption
is strongly dependent on the orientation of body parts to the electric field of the
incident wave. Very interesting are the statistics of cases of acute lymphoplastic
leukaemia (ALL). Children of 3–4 years of age have an incidence of ALL over
ten times higher than that of older children (Pihkala 1999, Lightfoot 2005). The
average height of 4-year-old children is about 105cm, and it is very near the
whole body resonance length of 100 MHz which means maximum absorption of
RF energy to the body, especially when the body is parallel to the polarization of
the incoming wave.
5.11 Are bedrooms safe?
Dolk et al. (1997) found that melanoma incidents correlated with public FM
broadcasting. For the grounds of this series of studies it is easy to agree with
Hallberg and Johansson (2002) who verified the finding: ”An expensive
precaution is to turn one’s bed into the direction of the weakest reception of a
horizontal FM radio antenna.”
The study results support an influence of radio frequency radiation on
involuntary hand movements. Many hypotheses can come from this statement.
The reaction itself also seemed to occur in very weak fields. Nevertheless, this
gives rise to the question of whether the radiation of VHF transmitters could
cause health hazards over time for residents. Many people have their beds in the
same place for tens of years. It is proposed that the sleeping position (Hallberg
and Johansson 2009) and bed types (Hallberg 2009) have an effect on cancer
onset. The spectrum of the RF radiation in the bedrooms is one important
environmental factor which requires further study.
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6

Summary and conclusions

The aims of the present series of studies were to find out the origination of the
spontaneous hand movements of a moving person, to assess how a person acts as
a receiving antenna, and how they react in gradients of VHF electromagnetic
fields. The spectrum analyser and tuneable narrow-band or broad-band meter with
a dipole antenna were used to study radiation of the FM broadcasting transmitter
far from the mast. Students and sensitive persons were used as test subjects. New
methods for detecting the spontaneous hand movement reaction were developed.
Occurrence of the reaction was compared between different individuals.
Spontaneous hand movements were registered and compared to the VHF electromagnetic field intensity and the static magnetic field. Measurements were
conducted when the test subjects were walking, sitting in a pulled cart and sitting
in a moving car.
The spontaneous hand movement reaction was commonly observed among
students. It was manifested at different levels of intensity by different persons.
The reaction was clearly observable as arm movements by 39 percent of students.
In tests, pairs of persons were found whose reactions correlated with each other.
Furthermore, arm movements were correlated with the variations in the intensity
of the VHF radio frequency field. However, the reaction was not detected in all
test persons.
A person is at whole body resonance near the frequencies used in VHF
broadcasting. The dimensions of the body and the electric properties of the
environment affect the specific absorption rate (SAR) of the radio waves. The
reflection of the wave from objects causes patterns of standing waves with strong
intensity variations.
The variations in the static magnetic field were not directly connected with
hand movements, but there is possibly an indirect connection through changes in
the conductivity and dielectric properties of the object, which in turn causes a
change in the radio frequency field. However, we cannot completely exclude the
combined effect of RFR and electric induction of local magnetic field variations
on the moving subject.
The results clearly confirmed that the involuntary hand movement reaction
was connected with the radiofrequency electromagnetic field in the VHF area
prevalent in the locality. The reflection, conduction and interference of RFR cause
local variations in the field intensity. A good place to verify the reaction was a
standing wave near a building where the 87–108 MHz FM-radio or 190 MHz
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analog TV waves met the wall perpendicularly. The reaction occurred by field
intensity far below 1 mV/m. The verification was also possible by a moving
reflector or in a driving car at a constant velocity of 80 kph, when a computer
registered hand movements and RFR. Movement in the varying VHF field
induces a changing voltage and current in the human body. The conductivity and
the dielectricity of the environment of buildings and soil, and also its dampness,
are influencing factors, because they affect the properties of the human antenna.
The phenomenon can be described as a change in the muscular or neuro-muscular
activity caused by a change in the electromagnetic field with conclusions:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

There are two main reasons for the local variations in the SAR of humans.
First, the reflection of waves from objects causes patterns of standing waves
with different wavelengths and strong intensity variations. Second, the
conductivity and dielectricity of the earth or the environment act on the
dipole antenna formed from the man as a monopole and his antenna mirror
image underground as a second pole.
The RFR is the main physical cause of the spontaneous hand movements of
well seekers but it is not necessarily associated with water. Psychological bias
cannot be excluded. Control of the central nervous system is always present
in hand muscles at some level.
Ab-adduction (and extension-flexion) of hands are easy to verify with simple
potentiometric systems and the broad band, or the near 100–200 MHz narrow
band instruments measuring the intensity of FM radio or analog TV
broadcasting signals.
There are people who do not react at all, but there are persons whose graphs
of hand movement are like graphs of the intensity of the local VHF field.
Involuntary ab-adduction of arms correlated with the intensity of the standing
wave of an FM broadcasting signal, near houses as reflecting objects, with a
significance of p < 0.001.
The reaction occurs by walking and in slow- and fast-driving cars.

In epidemiological environmental studies it is very important to measure the
intensity of VHF radiation. Radio and TV masts can negatively influence human
health and this should be reflected in the planning of communities. Humans
themselves can act as antennas – even when they are lying in bed – according to
RF spectrum measurements. More studies are needed to clarify individual
sensitivity to VHF electromagnetic radiation and long-term health effects of
standing waves of FM broadcasting radiation.
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